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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

8:30 a.m.2

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, folks, the meeting is3

now going to come to order.  This is the first day of4

695th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor5

Safeguards.6

I am Joy Rempe, the Chairman of the ACRS. 7

Members in attendance are Ron Ballinger.  Vicki Bier. 8

Vesna Dimitrijevic, can you verify that you are on and9

the sound works?10

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Yes, I am here. 11

Good morning.12

CHAIR REMPE:  Thank you.  Greg Halnon,13

Walk Kirchner, Jose March-Leuba, Dave Petti and14

Matthew Sunseri.  We do expect that Member Charles15

Brown will be joining us shortly.  But I note we do16

have a quorum.17

Today the Committee is primarily meeting18

in person with some ACRS Staff, NRC Staff and19

participants attending virtually.20

The ACRS was established by the Atomic21

Energy Act and discovered by the Federal Advisory22

Committee.  The ACRS section of the U.S. NRC public23

website provides information about the history of this24

Committee and documents, such as our charter, bylaws,25
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federal register notices for meetings, letter reports1

and transcripts of all full and subcommittee meetings. 2

Including all slides presented at the meetings.3

The Committee provides itself advice on4

safety matters to the commission through its publicly5

available letter reports.6

The federal register notice announcing7

this meeting was published on April 15, 2022.  This8

announcement provided a meeting agenda as well as9

instructions for interested parties to submit written10

documents or request opportunities to address the11

committee.12

The designated federal officer for this13

meeting is Mr. Kent Howard.  The communications14

channel, using an MS Teams link, has been opened to15

allow members of the public to monitor open portions16

of the meeting.  Members of the public may also use17

this MS Teams link to use slides and other discussion18

materials during these open sessions.19

The MS Teams link information was placed20

in the federal register notice and agenda on the21

public website.  We've received no written comments or22

requests to make oral statements from members of the23

public regarding today's session.24

Periodically the meeting will be opened to25
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accept comments from participants listening to our1

meetings.  And written comments may be forwarded to2

Mr. Kent Howard, the DFO.3

During today's meeting the Committee will4

consider the following topics.  The Point Beach5

subsequent license renewal application, the University6

Leadership Program briefing and a digital twins7

information briefing.8

A transcript of the open portions of the9

meeting is being kept.  And it is requested that10

speakers identify themselves and speak with sufficient11

clarity and volume so that they can be readily heard. 12

Additionally, participants should mute themselves when13

not speaking.14

During today's meeting, Member Sunseri has15

recused himself from any deliberations related to16

metal and environment fatigue analysis of primary17

system components, our reactor pressure vessel18

embrittlement at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant Units19

1 and 2 subsequent license renewal topic.20

And at this time, I would like to ask21

other members if they have any opening remarks?  And22

if not, before I ask Member Sunseri to lead us through23

a topic, I would like to note that we are going to go24

off the record.25
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(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went1

off the record at 8:34 a.m. and resumed at 1:00 p.m.)2

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, it's 1:00 p.m. on the3

East Coast and we're going to go back on the record. 4

This afternoon we're going to start with two5

information briefings from the Office of Regulatory6

Research.7

One on the University Nuclear Leadership8

Program.  And the second one of the digital twins9

future focused research program project.10

I want to start off by thanking Ray and11

his staff for their willingness to prepare and give12

these briefings.13

I would like to also remind members that14

in our most recent biannual report we mentioned that15

we wanted to follow-up with information briefings on16

topics of special interests.  And both of these17

briefings were actually are on topics today that we18

called out in our letter report.19

Unless a member has some specific20

concerns, we're not planning to write a letter on21

either of these topics.  But rather, we're going to22

continue to follow these and other RES topics and23

report on them in our next research review.24

I'd like to ask members to send me, as25
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well as Hossein Nourbakhsh, our DFO on this topic,1

copies of any comments or thoughts that they have at2

this meeting.  And we'll keep a list of them as3

background material for the next formal ACRS biannual4

review.5

And at this point, I'd like to turn the6

microphone over to Ray Furstenau, the director of the7

Office of Regulatory Research.  Ray.8

MR. FURSTENAU:  Okay, thanks, Chairman9

Rempe.  And it's really a pleasure.  I was looking10

forward to talk about the University Nuclear11

Leadership Program.  And later on you'll hear from our12

folks on the digital twins.13

I think the importance of this program,14

and I think the enthusiasm I know I have for it, and15

I hope has some good interactions.  Because we're16

always looking to make the program better.17

So with that, Nick, if we can go back a18

slide there.  Yes, I'm going to talk to the agenda to19

give my opening remarks.  The other speakers are20

virtual.21

Nancy Hebron-Isreal, she is going to talk22

about the program in general.  And demonstrate a23

little bit in how it's administered.24

And then Jinsuo Nie, from our engineering25
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group, he's going to talk about some of the grants1

we've awarded in the mission related R&D grants over2

the past couple of years.  And Kirk Tien is going to3

give some examples on, also on some grants.4

And I wanted to talk a little bit on my5

views on the program itself.  I know when I came to6

the NRC in 2018 it was called Integrated University7

Program, but it's kind of the same thing.  I'll try to8

remember to call it the University of Nuclear9

Leadership Program.10

Was also some funding that the NRC never11

asked for as part of this, because OMB would never12

support it, and then Congress would always bring it13

in.  And so then we administered here at the NRC.14

And it's around $15 million.  This year it15

was $16 million.  And it was, pretty much provided16

fellowships, scholarships and faculty development. 17

Nothing wrong, nothing wrong with those programs.18

But it was really, we, as an agency,19

weren't getting as much out of it as we could.  And20

some of that I think was way too narrow of an21

interpretation of the authorization language that22

Congress provided.23

So we took a look at it.  Looked at the24

authorization language again.  And then in Fiscal Year25
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'20 we were given the opportunity to expand that a1

bit.  Or kind of open up the aperture, if you will,2

towards what we could do with funding.3

Because I looked, as a researcher4

director, I kind of looked at that as a gift to the5

NRC by Congress.  Because it isn't, sometimes it's not6

hide the fee, sometimes it is.  It depends on the7

direction that Congress gives to fund it.8

But I think most of you know, our research9

budget is in the range of $40 million and contract is10

around 200 FTEs.  And this is $16 million.11

So comparatively it's quite a chunk of12

funding.  And how can we better take advantage of13

that.14

So, in Fiscal year '20 we broke out some15

funding.  And it ended up being around $7.2 million I16

believe in FY20.  And we created a separate funding17

opportunity in the announcement.18

We still had faculty development grants,19

we still had scholarships and fellowships.  But we20

broke out some of that $16 million, around $7.221

million for these mission related R&D agreements. 22

Three year grants, half a million per grant over that23

three year period.24

And we wanted some more longer term, you25
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know, three to five years.  It could be near-term1

research.  We laid out the types of things we were2

interested in and what the universities were best a3

doing.4

And we put out that FOA.  Weren't quite5

sure what responses we would get.  If I were a betting6

person I would have lost a bet by quite a bit as that7

response.  I way underestimated the response.  We had8

over 100, that first year, over 140 applicants for9

that, for those grants.  And we awarded 12 that first10

year.11

We learned from that, changed some things12

a little bit in the FOA.  But to me that, you know, 1513

to 20 percent is really good competition.  I look at14

that as we're going some top quality of choices there15

when you have competition like that.16

And we've averaged, over the '21 and '22,17

around 100 proposals coming in every year.  And we'll18

hear about some of that work we're doing.19

But we're not there yet.  I really want to20

use this to help augment, not augment, but help inform21

our research program as well.  Particularly, how do we22

meld that in with some of the activities we're doing23

under the future-focused research program.  Which24

you'll hear about after we're done here, regarding25
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future-focused research on digital twins.1

And that program is, how can we better2

integrate future-focused research with the university3

nuclear leadership program.  Where that is still not4

coordinated very well yet, but that's the ultimate5

goal that I would like.6

And I think this offers advantages to the7

NRC where we can get universities, PIs, graduate8

students working on stuff that might have a direct9

applicability to what we do that are getting more10

interests in what does the NRC do and why.11

Sometimes when you get discussions of12

course, faculty development grant, I venture to say13

that probably some of those students, if you'd ask14

them, probably don't even know who they got the15

funding from because it gets filtered a little bit. 16

But by having the students or faculty more involved in17

mission related activities, it helps them to18

understand what the NRC needs are more.  And helps us,19

helps us prepare for the future.20

So it's a very exciting program and that21

has a lot of potential.  And we're learning every22

year.  Also trying to look at how do we make the23

fellowship grants or academia development grants24

better and more competitive.  What's the right balance25
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of funding for each one of those.1

So, today you're going to hear about some2

of those projects that we're doing right now.  And how3

we get our engineers and scientists involved with4

grants.  Obviously you're not providing direction but5

we can learn from interfacing with the universities.6

And one good thing about the virtual7

environment, if there is anything good about what's8

happened over the last couple of years, we've been9

able to sponsor these seminars with the universities. 10

Where they'll come and give us seminars, the PIs and11

the students, on how they're progressing on these12

grants that we've provided.  And those are pretty easy13

to setup.  And the universities like to do them.  And14

then we learn from them and get feedback from us.15

So with that, I'd like to turn it over to16

Nancy to talk about the program in general.  And that17

will be followed up by Jinsuo Nie.18

Are there any general questions of me19

before we go on?20

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes.  Ray, this is Greg21

Halnon just real quick.22

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.23

MEMBER HALNON:  How much, that $16 million24

you said, is that all grants?25
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MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.1

MEMBER HALNON:  That $16 million.2

MR. FURSTENAU:  All grants.3

MEMBER HALNON:  That's all grants.4

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.5

MEMBER HALNON:  And that's year after6

year?7

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.8

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  Do they repeat over9

the year?  Like in other words, the project would take10

multiple years and then come back for additional?  Is11

it multiple years potentially?12

MR. FURSTENAU:  Oh, that's a good13

question.  Right now we have it set up that it's14

proposed for three years.15

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.16

MR. FURSTENAU:  And we wanted to get that17

complete.  And it didn't offer no cost extensions18

right now.  We wanted to get the project started and19

get it done in three years.20

But if during that research someone21

decides, hey, I got a follow-on to do, they would have22

to.23

MEMBER HALNON:  Thanks.24

CHAIR REMPE:  I don't have a question but25
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I appreciate your acknowledgment about the1

coordination, because when I looked at the slides in2

advance I was wondering how NRC was benefitting.  And3

of course, you've only been doing this latest effort4

since 2020.  And we've had the pandemic so maybe it's5

more difficult to coordinate.6

But I am curious, any additional tidbits7

that can be provided in the upcoming slides about how8

the staff is using, I mean, it's supposed to be9

mission related --10

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.11

CHAIR REMPE:  -- so how is it working that12

you can incorporate the results into your mission?13

MR. FURSTENAU:  Well, I'll put Jinsuo and14

Kirk on the spot here --15

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay.16

MR. FURSTENAU:  -- where, you know, part17

of having them is a little bit of a testimony on how18

they're seeing, from their experience, ID and the19

grant officer representatives, how, what are they20

seeing from the lessons learned that we can have on21

how can we get more out of these grants and what are22

we learning to help guide our research that we're23

doing within the NRC.  Yes?24

MEMBER BIER:  Vicki Bier.  One, I was a25
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recipient of some of these grants many years ago, back1

before the budget got zeroed out for a while, and it2

seemed to me at the time, and I don't know if the3

strategy is similar now, but if you have must do4

requirements, it goes to, say the national labs or a5

contractor, whatever, who can deliver on a short time6

table, but that the academics are maybe well7

positioned to address the kinds of issues that staff8

are currently worried about, but more at the level of9

like, I know this is coming, I'm not sure what to do10

about it.11

We talk about it at the water cooler type12

of thing.  And I'm just curious, is that still the13

case now or is it more mission critical now than it14

used to be or --15

MR. FURSTENAU:  Well, if I could answer16

that.  I think the universities are best at the blue-17

sky stuff.  More about the longer term range.18

So we try to give some broad criteria of19

what we're looking ahead on.  And our research is,20

that we sponsor within our appropriated fund budget in21

the office of research, most of that goes to that more22

immediate needs of the user made a request.  And23

rightfully so, that's what it should.24

But who is looking ahead.  Who is looking25
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beyond that, that maybe there isn't an immediate need. 1

And that's a, that's part of the reason why we've got2

that modest funding for future-focused research.  And3

we're then trying to take advantage of actual more4

funding within the university programs to help us with5

that.6

Maybe they can inform each other.  The7

universities might get good ideas from what we're8

looking at, and vice versa.  It could --9

MEMBER BIER:  So do the RFPs come with10

sort of a generic list topics or whatever they're of11

interest or is it this, you know, wide open blue sky?12

MR. FURSTENAU:  No, not completely.  But13

in looking at our one that's just closed, this is for14

FY22, we had like a one and half paged list and just15

to give you an example, it's a pretty extensive list. 16

They can get about anything, they can research about17

anything they want, I think, pretty much so.18

MEMBER BIER:  But I think having some19

guidance is useful because otherwise there may be20

people who could contribute but wouldn't know that21

what they're interested in matches your interests.22

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  Yes.  And that I23

think is maybe, that's very helpful what we have in24

there.  But that's where we really need to refine that25
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better.1

Because I think we're not quite there on2

how best to coordinate those.  But it does provide a3

listing of what we're interested in.4

And one thing we're also doing that's kind5

of ancillary to this, we're trying to stay tuned into6

the DOE grants as well.  Because the UNLP also applies7

to NNSA and DOE.  And we have these semiannual8

meetings.9

We just had one a couple of weeks ago.  So10

we can kind of coordinate and not duplicate, but more11

coordinate, our efforts on the grant program.12

And we also, a lot of my folks are13

involved in some of the ARPA-E activities that DOE14

sponsors.  And there are tens and hundreds and15

millions.  But it kind of gives you a preview of what16

they're sponsoring.17

And I'm hoping we can leverage these18

programs that build up in the universities that19

they're getting probably a lot more grant money from20

others than they're getting from us.  And hopefully21

then they can, they're building up this expertise that22

we're not paying the low.  We're probably an adder on23

to an important program that's being sponsored by NSF24

maybe or ARPA-E that's really helped build a topnotch25
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program in an university that we can maybe take care1

of with our grant announcements.2

CHAIR REMPE:  So I noticed that that was3

in one of the upcoming slides about your coordination. 4

And so there is no concerns on how you, you don't5

have, like at the lab, if we were getting money from6

DOE and NRC at the same time there was this wall you7

had to be careful about.  But in this case you guys8

are allow to co-fund an investigator who had9

demonstrated expertise in a certain area?10

MR. FURSTENAU:  Well, I wouldn't use the11

word co-fund.  That, I mean, what you'll see in those12

grants, in those FOAs, is the agencies can't pay the13

same PI for doing the same thing.  That's kind of a14

general requirement in all the grants.  Whether it's15

our or DOE.16

But there is nothing wrong with, if a17

school has built up a capability and, I don't know18

what it could be, it could be in some sort of accident19

analysis capability and they build up that capability20

through another grant, and they've got the capacity21

to, and want to build it even further, they can use22

our, could apply for our grant.23

But their grant has got to be a specific24

scope that --25
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CHAIR REMPE:  You're aware of the issue1

and careful of that.  Okay, thank you.  Other2

questions, Members?  Or Vesna?3

MR. FURSTENAU:  All right.4

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  No, I'm good in this5

moment.  No.6

MR. FURSTENAU:  All right.  With that,7

I'll turn it over to Nancy.  You're up, Nancy.8

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Okay, thank you, Ray. 9

Good afternoon, everyone.  Again, I'm Nancy Hebron-10

Isreal from the Office of Research and I'm the senior11

grants specialist for the University Nuclear12

Leadership Program.13

Next slide please.  As you've heard, the14

UNLP, the University Nuclear Leadership Program, began15

in Fiscal Year 2020.  Formally it was known as the16

Integrated University Program, which that program17

started in 2009.18

Traditionally, under the program, we have19

supported educational grants for students and faculty20

through scholarships, fellowships and faculty21

development grants.22

As you've heard, in 2020 we broaden the23

program to support research projects relevant to the24

programmatic mission of the agency.  As a result, the25
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office of research invited the submission of1

university-led R&D projects to complement current and2

future research needs and seeks to leverage these3

capabilities through our R&D grants.4

Next slide please.  This slide gives you5

an overview of the entire UNLP program descriptions. 6

From the educational grants to the research grants. 7

Each of these grant components have a period of8

performance that the grants are awarded for, as well9

as a maximum funding amount that the institutions can10

request.11

At the time of award, all grants are fully12

funded.  The grants are awarded to U.S. universities. 13

No individuals can request funding under a grant14

program.15

And we also have a service obligation,16

nuclear service obligation, that the student17

recipients must sign when they are selected to receive18

a scholarship or fellowship.  And that requirement is19

that upon graduation that they will obtain nuclear20

related employment for a time period.21

And this employment can be with the NRC or22

other federal agencies, state agencies or national23

laboratories or academia.24

The NRC does take advantage of the student25
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recipients to use these individuals to fill entry1

level technical positions.2

Next slide please.3

CHAIR REMPE:  Before you leave --4

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  I'm sorry.  Yes.5

CHAIR REMPE:  -- I had a couple of6

questions on this.7

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Sure.8

CHAIR REMPE:  Do you require that they are9

in a nuclear engineering department or would you allow10

mechanical engineers and materials testing folks in or11

how restrictive is the applicant based?12

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  So the applicant, the13

institutions apply for these fundings.  And it can be14

nuclear engineering programs or related discipline15

programs.16

As long as the program does compliment or17

involve a nuclear related area.  That's one of the18

requirements that the program that they are requesting19

funding for has a, some kind of a nuclear related20

relationship that we can determine these students will21

be eligible to obtain nuclear employment at the end of22

their studies.23

CHAIR REMPE:  And if they don't follow-up24

with that commitment do they have to pay the25
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government back or has that never happened and you1

don't know?2

Because I know, the reason I'm asking this3

is I know in the naval reactor program there was a4

situation where the person didn't follow through.  And5

I'm just wondering, what you do?6

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Yes.  Very good7

question.  We do follow-up with students.  We do, you8

know, the institutions that receive our grant awards,9

they must provide us reports.  So they do give us10

progress reports.11

And they identify students that are12

receiving awards under the grants.  And they give us13

an update on the students as far as their, you know,14

the status.  If they've graduated, if they have15

obtained nuclear related employment at the end of the16

grant.17

If they are unidentified, as far as if18

they have, if we do not know if they would obtain19

employment at the end of the grant, we do followup20

with these students to confirm if they have complied21

with this employment requirement.  There have been22

cases where students have repaid the grant funds that23

they received.24

But we also make available a waiver if25
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these students make a good faith effort to obtain1

nuclear related employment, we will waive this2

requirement.3

CHAIR REMPE:  Thank you.  It was just a4

curiosity question because I have my prior5

information.6

The other thing is, is on this $500k7

award.  Is some of it for equipment and supplies?  I8

mean, there is no limitation.  It could be for9

salaries and everything I assume?10

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  You're speaking for11

the research and development --12

CHAIR REMPE:  Right.13

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Yes.  They can14

purchase equipment.  It can be for specific research15

that they are funded under the grant program.16

Our notice of funding opportunity does17

list out things that are allowable under the grant. 18

Each of the grant components do list that.  And that19

is one of them.20

CHAIR REMPE:  And the faculty development,21

can it be for something to have a lab to do something22

or how, I mean, is it just their salary or where does23

that --24

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Yes.25
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CHAIR REMPE:  -- go usually?1

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Yes.  It can be for2

salary, it can be for them, for a new laboratory to3

purchase laboratory equipment.  Those are all4

allowable costs that are under those grants.5

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, thank you.6

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Sure.7

MR. FURSTENAU:  Chairman Rempe, can I make8

a comment on the overall program here, and then I'll9

try not to interrupt.10

CHAIR REMPE:  Sure.11

MR. FURSTENAU:  When you look at these12

different categories here I think faculty, the faculty13

development grants is the one area where I think we,14

where it's getting a little stale.  I guess that would15

--16

I'd like to revamp that a little bit going17

into this season.  We're not getting as, I guess as18

vibrant as competition as I'd like to see in that area19

last year.  And so, we've got to figure out a better20

way to get people interested in those grants.21

CHAIR REMPE:  So they're not interested. 22

It's not that you feel like it's not money well spent,23

they're just aren't applying.  I'm a little surprised24

because I also thought professors were always hungry.25
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(Laughter.)1

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  Go ahead, Nancy.2

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  No, I was just saying3

that, you know, I just wanted to comment that we've4

seen a decline in the number of submissions for5

faculty development over the past two years.6

I just recall at the early years of the7

program we would receive anywhere from 30 plus8

proposals.  And I think last year we saw a significant9

decline in the proposals.  And we're not sure why that10

decline has occurred.11

CHAIR REMPE:  Interesting.12

MEMBER HALNON:  Nancy, this is Greg13

Halnon.  What kind of outreach do you all do or do14

they just know that it's there and if they're15

interested they come after it?  Or do you actually go16

out and reach out to the universities of the nuclear17

program?18

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  We do provide the19

grant opportunities when they come open.  We do send20

messages out to interested groups.  You know, the21

American Nuclear Society, HPS Society.22

We work with our Office of Small Business23

and Civil Rights to make sure minority serving24

institutions are, that are eligible, that they are25
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aware of these grant opportunities.1

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes.2

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  So we do -- I'm sorry?3

MEMBER HALNON:  I was going to ask if you4

utilize the RIC?5

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Yes.6

MEMBER HALNON:  Do you have a program7

session there?  I assume that that's pretty good8

advertising at that one?9

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Right.  We did10

participate in this RIC in March where we had a11

session with the UNLP grants.  And we did focus that12

on the research component.  But we do advertise for13

the whole program as well.14

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay, thanks.15

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Any other questions16

before we go to the next slide?  Okay.17

So this slide you will see, again, that18

the first two years of the program for, specifically19

for the research component, we did see an overwhelming20

response those years.  We reviewed over 200 proposals21

in those first two years and awarded 26 grants.22

Our Fiscal Year '22 R&D notice closed last23

month, April.  And we will be reviewing 9124

applications in response to that opportunity.25
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The next couple of bullets you'll see1

provide you with an idea of where we see the most2

proposals coming in.  Those two technical areas3

identified have been a, you know, a large response has4

been in those areas that you see there.5

Some examples of leveraging opportunities. 6

We have grant recipient presentations where we invite7

some of our, we have invited our research grantees to8

come in and present to NRC grant staff on the projects9

that they are receiving funding under.10

We had a good response where we had over11

90 NRC participants listening in on the grant12

recipient presentations.  So those have been really13

effective on giving out updates on status of those14

grants.15

We continue, as Ray mentioned,16

coordination with our NNSA counterparts at NNSA and17

DOE to ensure that these programs are complimentary18

and we are not duplicating effort in those areas.19

We have noticed an area that we would like20

to see more involvement in.  It's with the minority21

serving institutions.  So we have, in our last notice22

of funding opportunity for the research grants, we23

have added an incentive for minority serving24

institutions to apply where we will give points if25
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they are involved in grant proposals with other1

institutions that apply under the grant program.  And2

we hope to see some good results there.3

Any questions before we move on?  Okay. 4

Next slide.5

This slide will give you an idea of the6

review and evaluation process.  NOFO, that means the7

Notice of Funding Opportunity, it was called funding8

opportunity announcement previously, but we do work9

with our technical staff.  This is where we emphasize10

and identify technical needs in some R&D areas that11

help to compliment the R&D portfolio of Office of12

Research.13

Once these proposals are received, there14

is a compliance review that's done that screens the15

proposals.  And we ultimately will review those that16

are found compliant with requirements that are17

outlined in the notice of funding opportunity.18

We then bin them technical, on a technical19

basis.  You know, on the areas that the proposals are20

received.  And we also move forward with establishing21

the review panel members that will review each of the22

proposals.23

The review panels are comprised of three24

individuals.  And the mixture is non-federal, federal25
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and academia experts that assist us with reviewing1

proposals.2

Once we complete that process we do have3

teleconferences to discuss the findings from the4

individual reviews of the evaluators.  And we then5

assemble the results and provide a recommendation that6

includes the highest rank proposals to move on to the7

award phase of the process.8

Any questions for that slide?  If not, the9

next slide.10

This is the -- actually, this is the11

criteria that is used by the review panelists when12

they evaluate the research grant proposals.  These are13

the five criteria.14

You can see that they have points15

associated with the criteria items.  And each proposal16

is evaluated against these five criteria items.17

Next slide.  These are the results from18

our first year of the R&D grant program.  You can see19

the schools that were selected for award.20

And the totals for these projects.  Again,21

these are the three year research grant projects that22

were awarded in the first year of the program.23

Next slide are our results from the second24

year of the research grant program.  Eleven grants25
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were identified for the second year of this program.1

And all of our grants you can find more2

information on our grants website.  You can find the3

executive summaries for all grants that have been4

awarded for the entire UNLP, university leadership5

program.6

Next.  And here is our map that displays7

the results.  You can see where, what states have8

received funding under the 2021 UNLP grant recipient.9

And I will mention for our educational10

grants we recently completed the awarding of those11

grants just last week.  And we will be issuing a press12

release with the educational grants on our website as13

well.  Any questions?14

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes, Nancy, it's Greg15

again.  Who owns the product?16

Is it the university owns the product and17

you can commercialize it if they want or who owns the18

product?19

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  Who owns the grant you20

mean?21

MEMBER HALNON:  No, no, the product of the22

grant.  Say it's a source code or something.  An23

analysis code that can be used.24

MR. FURSTENAU:  I mean, as far as like the25
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intellectual property rights?1

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes.  Yes.2

MR. FURSTENAU:  I'd have to get back to3

you, I'm drawing a blank.  Of course you know we'll4

get reports back from them as far as what they can do5

with that.6

MEMBER HALNON:  All right.  I did saw some7

useful things on the list that come to fruition it8

would be useful for the nuclear industry or the9

regulatory portion of it.  Where do the rights come,10

go from.11

MS. HEBRON-ISREAL:  We will have to get12

back to you on that.13

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  I'm drawing a blank.14

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  Yes.15

MR. FURSTENAU:  And that's obviously a16

really important question for a university.17

MEMBER HALNON:  It's going to be useful if18

it's going to come to be fruitful for the nuclear19

industry in the future.  It will be interesting to see20

where that all goes.21

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes, we'll follow-up on22

that.23

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.24

MR. FURSTENAU:  Good question.25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, my understanding1

of grants is they're non-contractors.  We just give2

them the money and they promise to do good work.  So3

I'm 99 percent sure the university keeps the4

intellectual property.5

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes, that's what I was6

thinking.  But does the NRC have rights to use it7

without having to pay more money for it or --8

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Probably not even9

that.10

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes.11

MR. FURSTENAU:  I mean, I would agree with12

you.  The grants are pretty much, you get the money13

and that's kind of it.  But you put a hook on the14

students why wouldn't you put a hook on the product as15

well because the students are as much product as16

anything else.17

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I remember back when18

I was a contractor a floor manager would tell me, if19

I give you a grant I can't even call you to see how20

you're doing.  I mean, they're very limited on the21

interactions with the grantee.22

MEMBER BIER:  I would have thought that it23

becomes public domain.  There is a big movement now24

that even journal articles should be free if they were25
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paid for by government grants.  And so, I'm a little1

surprised why we can look into that.2

MR. FURSTENAU:  And we're pretty open.  I3

mean, we want it to be open.  We want it to be4

available.  That information to be available to5

anybody.  I mean, that's why we're doing the grants as6

far as what we're, in the length of time, we're privy7

to it.8

We'll really have to get back to you, I9

don't know.  But grants are different than, I'm going10

to get mixed up between contracts and grants here11

pretty quick, but grants are different.12

CHAIR REMPE:  So, if we could go to the13

slide that lists the 2020 R&D grants.  Back a little14

bit.  I guess the print is kind of small.15

But anyway, there is like three topics16

that just caught my eye and I'm just, if I were to ask17

you, what has NRC learned from the high fidelity, the18

University of Michigan's high fidelity and modeling19

experiments to perform safety analysis codes for heat20

pipe microreactors or the Texas A&M experiments on21

molten salt reactors.  They have experiments as well22

as computational data.  And the Texas A&M thermal23

hydraulics TRACE code assessments for predicting RCCS24

behavior.25
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Those topics seem like something that1

could really help with the ongoing, participated,2

ongoing and anticipated future submittals.  And I'm3

just wondering, I guess it would be nice to have a4

response like, oh, they produced a report and research5

used it to inform their reference plant evaluations.6

And I'm putting you on the spot, and I7

realize that, but those are the kinds of things I was8

trying to get to in my initial question about how much9

use are you getting out of this and can you talk about10

the interactions?11

MR. FURSTENAU:  Well, maybe I can start12

with that.  And I think Jinsuo and Kirk will talk a13

little bit about the particular, they're each covering14

two projects that are coming out of there and they can15

help with that for the particular projects.16

Now, on these, none of them have completed17

their run yet.  None of the grants have because18

they're all three years.  But when we conclude we will19

get reports from them.20

And that really needs to help inform us. 21

What I don't want to see happen is, okay, we got, you22

know, we gave this money, we got a report and let's go23

on to the next one.24

Because it should really help inform us25
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then that we see something here that than we want to1

pursue maybe a little bit different path.  But either2

through future-focused research or maybe a user need3

where we see implementation in the nearer term.4

So I guess I'm not answering your question5

directly, but the point of these is to get value out6

of them.  Have our staff, that's why we have the CORs7

here talking about it, to have people knowledgeable8

about the topic area.  To see the value of it to us in9

the future.  But we really haven't quite gotten to10

that.11

CHAIR REMPE:  It's an answer to the12

question.  It's too soon, but I think the underlying13

intent of the question is that it would be good to14

have people assigned to that are cognizant of those15

types of reactor technologies planning to follow what16

comes out of it and use it where --17

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.18

CHAIR REMPE:  -- if appropriate because19

you can't control what they do.  I get that, because20

they're grants.  But it would be nice to look for some21

nuggets that are worthwhile.22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes.  For example,23

I'm familiar with one of those which is the Dr. Manera24

at Michigan.  She produces in clearly high quality25
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thermal images of what's going on in fluids.  When you1

look at her pictures and you think it's a CFD2

calculation, it cannot possibly be emission.3

So, if she is producing all this benchmark4

data, whenever we review this heat pipe reactor,5

somebody needs to try to use that benchmark data to6

provide data methods.  And the same with all dose.7

The one that, because my mind, my eyes,8

the ATWS instability in the middle.  I like to see9

what they come up with.10

But as I said, the imagining in Michigan11

should be used for benchmarking.  It might be too12

detailed.  You might not be able to reproduce it. 13

Those images are great.14

MR. FURSTENAU:  Okay.  We're definitely,15

hopefully we'll get some value out of those to help16

us, to help our staff as well.  Yes.17

MEMBER SUNSERI:  So I never really thought18

about it very much either, but I am on the advisory19

council for Texas A&M Nuclear Engineering Department. 20

I have seen posters on both those topics, so I know21

graduate students are working on developing those.22

But they get finished with their research23

then I don't know what happens.  That's a good24

question.25
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MR. FURSTENAU:  Hopefully they come to1

work as part of -- to me the R&D grants are the best2

of all worlds.3

I'm sorry, the R&D grants are the best of4

all worlds.  You get people working, students and PIs5

working on topics that are of interest to us and so6

they find out, hey, I might like to pursue this7

further and maybe go work at the NRC.8

And it's a closer, I hope it would be a9

closer connection that what we're getting through the10

scholarships and fellowships.11

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Have you thought about12

the Navy folks and how they're combined?  Those13

funding opportunities require the students just have14

a practicum at one of their places.15

And so that is pretty much a guarantee. 16

Either I'm never going to work for these guys no17

matter what or I'm going to work for these guys no18

matter what.  So you get a good opportunity to both19

evaluate the person for employment, if you will, as20

fast as it might be, or un-evaluate them.21

So have you thought about a practicum22

requirement on some of these things going forward?23

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.24

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Especially the grants.25
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MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.1

MEMBER BALLINGER:  The grants are no2

strings attached usually.3

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  I mean, that's a4

very good point, Ron.  I think what, as we're5

preparing the FOA for the next round of education6

grants, which will go out in a couple of months, we7

awarded the ones.8

And then that's one area where I want to9

visit particularly in the fellowships.  Can we maybe10

have an add or a part of.  And we would fund it of11

course.12

Said, okay, part of this, and we're13

batting around ideas but since you asked me I'll tell14

you one thing that we may be thinking of is, have a15

requirement to do some amount of time at the NRC.16

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Yes.  Yes that would be17

--18

MR. FURSTENAU:  Or even --19

MEMBER BALLINGER:  -- it's your money.20

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes, it's our money but we21

probably can support only so many.  But maybe at a22

national lab too if it's not somewhere where they can23

get kind of it tested out.24

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Yes.  Oh yes.25
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MR. FURSTENAU:  I mean, sure we'd like1

some of the at the NRC, but just to get into the2

pipeline.  Whether it's working for us or --3

MEMBER BALLINGER:  No, you're competing4

with other opportunities for these students.5

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  Yes.6

MEMBER BALLINGER:  And so, anything you7

can do to narrow things down, get them to be engaged8

has to help.  Has to help.9

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes, I agree with you. 10

And getting that more closely knit with the NRC or a11

lab.12

MEMBER BALLINGER:  And then students, if13

that requirement is there, sometimes the students14

self-select.  They know there is going to be a15

requirement so they don't apply if they have no16

intention doing that.  But you may get people that are17

more serious.18

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.19

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Maybe fewer, but more20

serious.21

MR. FURSTENAU:  It helps narrow it down,22

the interests.  Yes.  Yes, good suggestion.23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  This is Vesna24

Dimitrijevic.  I was going to ask this when you were25
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discussing selection of the programs, but maybe the1

trick on the making the close connection lies in how2

you select the topics for grants.3

Because you also have your own R&D program4

which we review, right?  So therefore, if it will make5

perfect sense that these things can fit in your own6

R&D programs which is being done.  And therefore you7

can have handles for the different project.  And I8

know you're discussing ownership.  And then you will9

be able to incorporate them.10

I see your criterias, and I saw them.  But11

it should be some connection between what NRC wants to12

do in R&D when inside your own program.13

So I saw interesting things when I was14

looking through those university programs which a lot15

of them didn't refer to advances in the risk-informed16

regulations so therefore they shouldn't really fit in17

the NRC program on that.  Such submitting in the risk-18

informed cybersecurity in the University of Oregon and19

so on.20

So I think if you establish a closer21

connection between your own R&D program and what's22

going on, and then you can directly use the results in23

the, whatever you publish as a part of your R&D24

program.25
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MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  I completely agree1

with you, Vesna.  That's where we're not very refined2

yet in having these two programs.  We expanded the3

look at the use of the university programs in FY20.4

We got funding for future-focused research5

in our programs in '20.  And getting them to be better6

coordinated amongst both of those particular7

activities.  And then our overall research program. 8

That is the ultimate goal that we'd like to get to. 9

We're just not quite there yet.10

MEMBER BALLINGER:  You have a little bit11

of a unique problem in that most of the agencies12

research is done by contractors not here.13

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.14

MEMBER BALLINGER:  And so, how do you15

match grants with students if you have a practicum,16

having them come to the agency in the summer doesn't17

necessarily serve your purpose if the research that18

they're working on is funded by INL or PNNL or19

someplace like that.20

MR. FURSTENAU:  No.21

MEMBER BALLINGER:  So it can take a little22

bit of planning.23

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  It isn't, we need to24

think about it.  About how bad --25
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MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  This is what I sort1

of thought it should be.  Like a something handler to2

the certain topic.  Who can handle different parties3

involved.4

MR. FURSTENAU:  Okay.5

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  And coordinate6

results.  Which will be NRC employee.  You know, that7

would be some way to connect those activities.8

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yes.  And I think, again,9

I'll refer to Jinsuo and Mark will talk about that a10

little bit more about getting my staff involved in11

understanding what's being done.12

And it's just, these are grant officer13

representatives but like a COR or a contract officer14

representative.  You got to be pretty good in your15

field to understand, okay, what are you getting from16

you that the grant recipient or from a contractor to17

know if it's any good or not.  And what potential you18

have for a lead on a research with a university or a19

contractor.20

So getting my staff involved, hopefully21

these examples that are coming up will kind of help22

show you what we're trying to do with our own staff23

related to these grants.  Okay.24

All right, Jinsuo, you're up.25
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MR. NIE:  Okay.  Thank you Ray and Nancy. 1

I'm a structural engineer in the Office of Research.2

Kirk and I will present for a selected grant research3

program projects.  So, just to give you some example. 4

Hopefully that can help with some of your questions.5

First, let me briefly introduce the role6

of GOR.  A GOR is appointed by the grant officer for7

each grant and works with the project officer to8

oversee grant research, but with a focus on technical9

oversight.10

The office of research has currently five11

certified GORs to manage 26 grants.  And two will be12

joining the team as more grants would be awarded for13

FY23.14

The GOR designated memo includes a number15

of responsibilities.  For example, we manage the,16

maintain a liaison and directing communications with17

the recipient, while keeping a arms-length18

relationship with them.  As we talk about, a few times19

about the nature of the grant.20

We also keep the private officer fully21

informed of any technical and the contractual22

difficulties.  We review semi-annual progress reports23

to monitor how the program progress.24

And if necessary, we also perform25
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inspections.  But so far we haven't seen any of this. 1

Also, for other areas of responsibilities.2

The GORs also have some limitations.  For3

example, we don't have the authority to make an award,4

make any commitments, grant deviations from the terms5

and the conditions of the award or change the tiers of6

performance, et cetera.  There is a few others.7

You know, related to the questions and8

answers previously, the GOR is to help with arranging9

recipients and participants in the RIC.  Also,10

learning in terms of seminars.  I think those two11

activities enrich the research engagement with the12

universities.  Aside from overall engagement with them13

as encompassing that with our program.14

The learning exchange seminars are an15

opportunities for the universities, include the PIs16

and the graduate students, and the staff subject17

matter experts to exchange research insights on the18

views.  And we ensure that any comments or questions19

from the staff are not considered a direction to the20

grant activities.21

From a GORs perspective, or in general the22

technical staff perspective, grant works compliment23

the capability and the availability of the research24

staff.  We have a, basically some more number of25
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staff, technical staff.  There are so many different1

technical areas.2

With the university's diverse proposal3

ideas really help the mission.  In particular, those4

areas that we do not have an immediate need but have5

good potential for the future.  So that's a, in my6

view, is a pretty helpful to the mission.7

Next slide please.  The first product8

we'll introduce is groundwork by an Oregon State9

University.  Which is one that Panel Member asked10

about.11

The project was a study of dynamic risk12

assessment for a nuclear cybersecurity.  The research13

was led by Professor Palmer.  And there is a14

collaboration between the School and Nuclear Science15

and Technology Engineering and the School of16

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.17

The work was presented at RIC 2021.  As18

well as in a learning seminar this past January.  This19

is the second year for the project.  This is the first20

run of all these in FY20.  But they started actually21

in FY2021.  So the final results really will have to22

wait for another year and a half to get their final23

results.24

The grant research supports the NRC in the25
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area of risk-informed cybersecurity.  The goal is to1

use the dynamic of PRA to address interdependencies2

between cybersecurity and the physical security.  In3

particular, for light water reactor plants that have4

been modernized with digital implementation.5

In recent years, as you'll see in the6

news, Stuxnet and the similar malwares have shown7

increasingly their capabilities to leverage zero-day8

vulnerabilities in industrial control systems to cause9

significant and physical and financial damages.  And10

the concern to nuclear power plant is that this same11

technology, or similar technology, can challenge the12

other blower plants.13

Next slide please.  The project has three14

objectives.  Use the dynamic PRA to analyze15

dependencies between the cyber and the physical16

systems.  To integrate digital I&C cyber risk and the17

attach graph modeling with ADAPT.18

ADAPT is a dynamic PRA code developed by19

Sandia National Labs.  And also generate and join20

multiple physical impacts and the attack paths to21

develop cyber physical security metrics.22

Regarding progress, the team solved23

several major difficulties for the research.  We24

identified the lack of reliable connection between25
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ADAPT and the RELAP.  And accordingly developed a1

Python wrapper for ADAPT to establish the needed2

connection.3

For developing the cyber physical model,4

they were able to, they were not able to obtain a5

piece of software they initially planned for, but6

luckily they found an alternative.  The MITRE CICAT,7

which they found on GitHub, they used that to, and8

model, to alternate the generation of cyber attacks9

scenarios.10

In addition, they are also considering11

another code called EMRALD, as an alternative.  Which12

is another dynamic PRA tool developed by INL.13

Next slide please if there is no14

questions?  Next slide.15

CHAIR REMPE:  Members?  And Vesna, I know16

you're remote so I'm going to give you a little more17

time to turn your mic on if you have a question.18

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Well, you know, I19

find this project very fascinating.  I'm just, you20

know, as I noted previously, I mean, my question was21

about, how would we integrate it in the NRC.22

You know, research and the project was23

going on, would it be considered, I mean, the24

unfortunate thing is it being finished in '23 so it25
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couldn't be considered in Level 3 PRA.1

I mean, that's my question.  How does2

results get integrated in the NRC framework?3

So I think it's a fascinating project so4

it would be very interesting to see the quantitative5

results of the assessment.6

MR. NIE:  Yes, you're right.  I mean, we7

need to wait to say what they will get out on the8

project.  I agree with you.9

And I think cybersecurity really is the10

hot topic.  There will be many different ways to deal11

with this project specifically.12

They have one a co-PI who own an award13

from his previous research.  And they are utilizing14

that capability to help with the nuclear power plant.15

And also understand there are, there is an16

FFR project in this area.  So to me, I'm a structural17

engineer, to me there would be many different aspects18

in this regard.19

The grant itself will provide very20

valuable, to me, based on the qualification of the21

intervention of professionals.  They will definitely22

produce very good results.23

And how to integrate the results, which is24

with the emission research, we'll probably need a way25
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to see how we're going to do that.1

MEMBER HALNON:  So in an application, this2

is Greg, when cyber first came out we tried to equate3

it to physical security and force-on-force and how4

would you test the cybersecurity protection at a5

plant.  And clearly you're not going to try to6

simulate intrusion through the systems in case you7

might upset the system unnecessarily.8

But this could be an alternative way to9

look at weaknesses or vulnerabilities in the existing10

cybersecurity area.  So it's interesting that as I11

look at it and think through how this could be used,12

that's one area that comes to mind.13

MR. NIE:  Thanks.  Okay and --14

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  And that pity would15

be that that finish alone as you know and it has16

never, you know, happens with a lot of those grants. 17

They just, you know, doesn't incorporate in the real18

world.19

MR. NIE:  Okay.  If there is no other20

questions I will start with the next project.  The21

second project is a grant work by Auburn University to22

study a, to develop a soil-structure interaction23

framework to enhance a regulatory oversight for small24

modular reactors.25
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This is closer to, really, to my own work. 1

I'm a structural engineer and do quite a lot of work2

on the SSI part.  This project is led by Dr. Sener. 3

And it includes a collaboration with two university.4

The project was selected for participating5

at RIC2022.  Even this is also a project for FY21 it6

actually, this is the first year of the project.7

The project supports an RSC in the area of8

SMRs.  The goal is to conduct a large scale test of9

soil structural system to develop nonlinear time, no,10

nonlinear time domain SSI analysis and methodologies.11

This groundwork is indeed done timely12

because the industry has recently shown interest in13

nonlinear time domain SSI approaches.  Actually, they14

have two plans submitted at NRC in the last year.15

This project will certainly provide some16

data so that the staff can use the data to gain more17

confidence in those time domain method.18

As you know, SMR designs are typically19

deeply embedded or are completely buried.  So the20

effects of SSI could be significant in their21

assessment and performance.22

While the major challenges of nonlinear23

analysis and methods for SSI, is their dependence on24

reliable and the representative interface and soil25
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models.  And currently available, validations of these1

models often rely on small scale laboratory tests or2

tests with shallow foundations.3

This project has a very unique feature. 4

It utilizes Auburn University's newly open advance5

structural engineering laboratory.  Which includes a6

large geotechnical testing chamber.7

Next slide please.  As you can see, here8

is a section view of the chamber.  It is 24 feet by 109

feet in plant.  And is 28 feet deep.10

The project has two major objectives.  The11

first is to conduct large scale experimental study of12

a kaizen model in the geotechnical testing chamber13

using cyclic loading and seismic ground motions.14

The goal is to obtain data for validation15

of the nonlinear interface behavior of the embedded16

model.17

The second objective is to develop and18

benchmark a nonlinear time domain SSI methodologies19

using commercial code, LS-DYNA and ABAQUS.20

The project has three phases.  The first21

phase, which is the current work, is to divide up a22

test specimen and conduct low scale testing of the23

model.  The model consists of steel concrete composite24

walls.25
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I think that's the reason we have the1

collaboration with the two universities.  Purdue has2

quite a number of testing on the steel concrete3

composite walls.4

In the second phase they would develop5

fundamental models and validate them using the6

experimental data and establish a valid data nonlinear7

time domain SSI framework.8

Phase three is to validate the modeling9

approach against actual field data using actual soil10

profiles at the Fukushima Daiichi site and using11

ground motion data measured near the site.  You could12

also compare other approach with the traditional, and13

the current dominate frequency domain, equivalent14

linear methods.15

To me, this project really gave us a16

chance to obtain more experience and insight on the17

time domain method, nonlinear time domain methods, to18

prepare for any use of this method in the future of19

the kaizen, as the industry indicated.20

Do you have any questions on this project?21

CHAIR REMPE:  Sure.  This is Joy.  Can you22

tell me a little bit more about how you're getting the23

data?24

Are you just using what's, from Daiichi,25
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are you just using what's been posted by TEPCO or the1

NRA or do you have direct contact with folks from the2

site there or --3

MR. NIE:  I will have to wait on your4

question because this is the program that got awarded5

in last, the end of last September and we haven't seen6

the first progress report yet.  In the proposal I7

don't see this group, how they will gather data.  My8

guess is, it's better for building performance they9

probably will not be getting anything from Fukushima10

Daiichi plant, they will probably get it from a close11

by plant like the Onagawa plant.12

But I will ask the professor what's in13

their plan to get the data.  Whether they will just14

use the public data or they have other ways to get15

data.16

CHAIR REMPE:  So, I'm not sure I17

understood your response.  That they're not really18

going to do anything with Daiichi data, they're19

actually going to use Onagawa data instead?20

MR. NIE:  No that would --21

CHAIR REMPE:  Or are they going to --22

MR. NIE:  -- by my guess.  Because in the23

proposal they were not specific about how to get the24

data from the plant.  But my understanding, the25
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building response hadn't, I don't remember seeing the1

data for the building response.2

But in their proposal, decided they would3

use a set soil profile, which they can probably get. 4

And then the seismic ground motion recorded near the5

site.  I don't not know --6

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, so --7

MR. NIE:  -- whether they will get, where8

they will get it.9

CHAIR REMPE:  There are data that are10

available that are from the seismometers, and not only11

in the building, but also in the site.  And that was,12

your answer or your response helped me also that the13

ground, if they're going to get some soil specific,14

site specific data, that's of interest.15

There has been a lot of work with Daiichi16

that, to try and even ascertain whether an explosion17

that was originally thought to have occurred in Unit18

2 was really just the explosion from Unit 4.  And they19

used the accelerometers and the seismometer data to20

infer that, no, nothing happened at Unit 2 it was21

really the explosion at Unit 4.22

And they are using that information too to23

better understand the effects of the hydrogen24

explosions that occurred.  And so I'm just curious in25
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some of, what's going on with this analysis.1

And anyway, I am curious about it.  But2

it's a personal interests it's not probably at this3

Committee's interests at this time, but thank you.4

MR. NIE:  Thank you, Joy.  And that will5

become my own, my interest also because I didn't catch6

anything about using seismic motion or the recordings7

to figure out which building was the explosion.  I8

will need to dig that out myself.  Thank you very9

much.10

CHAIR REMPE:  Yes.  Unit 1 and 3 they've11

got video recordings, but Unit 4 was not served12

exactly, so, anyway, it's just something to think13

about.14

MR. NIE:  Yes.  Thank you.  Any other15

questions?16

MR. FURSTENAU:  Great, thanks, Jinsuo. 17

Now we're going to go, two more of the grants.  And18

Kirk Tien is going to talk about those.  Kirk.19

MR. TIEN:  Yes, I'm here.  Yes, my name is20

Kirk Tien, I'm a --21

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Excuse me.  I'm22

sorry.  I'm sorry, I had a problem activating my23

microphone.24

I had a question for the previous25
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presenter.  Is he involved in the review of the1

submittals now which have buildings below the grade? 2

You know, like BWRX and things like that.3

MR. NIE:  Can you say that again?  Let me4

--5

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  You know, because6

you said that this analyses is right up your alley, so7

I was wondering, are you currently in review in8

submittals for the construction permits for the new9

design plants which have buildings below the grade? 10

Buried.11

I mean, do you -- because if you are12

familiar with this project you can use this knowledge13

in reviewing these new plants.14

MR. NIE:  I have a general knowledge of15

the SMR.  I'm not however familiar with plant you're16

referring to.  I work at the Office of Research.  I17

don't normally do --18

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I see.19

MR. NIE:  -- review of the applications.20

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Yes.  See, because21

that's what I sort of like, because we had just22

recently had the meetings and review exactly the23

seismic interaction for this type of the plant.24

And I was wondering how we would transfer25
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knowledge from this project to this review.  I see1

disconnection in --2

MR. NIE:  Are you referring to NuScale?3

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  No, I'm referring4

with BWR.5

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Yes, BWR.6

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Yes.7

MR. NIE:  Oh, BWR.  Okay.8

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  All right.  Okay,9

that was just my curiosity.  We can transfer the10

knowledges from these projects to the real life.11

MR. NIE:  Okay.  Yes, I'll need to gather12

a little bit more information about the BWR.  But the13

current fleet of plants, they are not deeply embedded14

and fully buried, they are embedded not that deep. 15

But if that's a new plant it probably have a new16

embedment.17

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Actually, it's a new18

plant.  It's BWRX we call it.  So, okay, thanks.19

MR. NIE:  Okay.20

MR. FURSTENAU:  Okay, Kirk.21

MR. TIEN:  Okay.  My name is Kirk Tien. 22

I work in research as a system engineer for about a23

little while.24

My background is mechanical engineering. 25
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So really I am interested in experience that's been in1

the experimental aspect of the heat transfer2

measurement analysis.3

Next slide please.  I'm trying to4

introduce two grants.  The first one probably draws a5

lot of interest and attention.  University of6

Michigan.7

They are trying to do a high-fidelity8

modeling on the heat pipe because I think in NRC we9

hear a lot of non-LWR type reactors are being10

developed.  And possibly they will be applicants for11

licenses.  And one of those microreactors propose to12

use the heat pipe as the ultimate heat sink.13

And this grant, the investigator is14

Professor Manera.  Annalisa Manera, Michigan.  And she15

has a co-PI at Penn State.  And a helper at Michigan. 16

And also a gentleman from Argonne National Lab.  So17

it's got a pretty big strong team there.18

Their main subject is to setup a test RIC19

at the University of Michigan.  Test out the sodium20

heat pipe.  I think trying to find more understanding21

on the transient and steady-state behavior.22

Next slide please.  I have received two23

progress reports.  Pretty typical.  When you start24

doing research you find problems and you involve new25
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research.1

One, I don't have the room to show all2

these plots.  The team, she has like 20 some heat3

pipes, and trying to use as experiment later down to4

use as test space.5

And then they start heating up, apply6

electric power to the heat pipes.  And they notice7

maybe three or four of them start behaving very8

differently.  They notice as the power goes up,9

usually temperature goes up.  Again, sodium inside the10

heat pipes start to evaporate, start to go through the11

wicks and start transfer, transfer heat.12

And then they notice several of them start13

displaying a very severe temperature oscillation on14

the wall.  So that has kind of a sidetracked them a15

little bit to find out the root cause of that.16

And they've done a tremendous amount of x-17

ray imaging work.  All this group of heat pipes.  I18

think their conclusion is somehow even those heat pipe19

was supposed to batch match as a standard according to20

the same spec.21

But the sodium charge in the heat pipes22

are different.  And by the different amount of the23

charge, and they can cause totally different similar24

response of that kind of a created problem.25
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I'm about to receive another progress1

report.  I'm curious also to see what they have found2

out about this.  Whether they have find a work around3

or a resolution about this problem so they can4

continue on doing the testing of heat pipes.5

And then I should come back to the project6

objectives.  They're trying to, first of all, they are7

trying to provide some high-resolution experimental8

data of the heat pipe upgrading with a different9

operating condition.10

That's the one they align to this thermal11

oscillation.  On the other path down they're trying to12

use this, some analytical method.  They call it VOF,13

volume of the wick structure.14

And there is also, probably have some15

connection with the Idaho National Lab.  Where we're16

going to use a test suite of analytical tools.  Yes,17

I have some limited knowledge about.18

They have a test series in the environment19

and they use, prepare them for the non-LWR reactor20

system analysis modeling simulation.  And I guess one21

of the basic knowledge is, we don't have a good22

understanding of this sodium being liquified and how23

does the meniscus form in the wicks, in the heat pipe. 24

And how does that impact the transport of energy and25
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how does it impact capillary pressure and all this1

thermal hydraulic conditions and so to speak.  The2

traditional thermal hydraulic conditions.3

So their purpose of this grant is trying4

to figure out a way to get some, at least some kind of5

a closure model to create a simplified or reduce, what6

do you call it, reduced-order model.  And maybe that7

can provide, as a tool, to help us understand how8

other's heat pipe is more.9

So that I think, they made some progress,10

but I understand there are always some new problems11

popping up so its, to say the least, it's a challenge. 12

Yes.13

MEMBER PETTI:  So this is Dave, I have a14

question.15

MR. TIEN:  Okay.16

MEMBER PETTI:  Do you know if they're17

looking at all in terms of the wicks and variability18

from one heat pipe to another, you know, surface19

nucleation?20

I'd be surprised if it's the sodium,21

assuming they've got specifications on the sodium. 22

But I would imagine it, surface differences or23

wettability, how that all could be variable from one24

wick to another may be something they should look at.25
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MR. TIEN:  From my, the information I read1

in the progress report, they use water as the first2

working fluid to test out their analytical tools in3

trying to get like a system type response using water. 4

And they claim to have some sort of satisfactory5

results.6

So kind of valid there too was water.  You7

know, water vapor and all that.  But again, you know,8

I agree with you.9

I haven't see any, they did mention, they10

make some study on the variety of, I think temperature11

and -- they made some reporting on the studying of the12

contact angles.  And I don't know if that's related to13

the wettability maybe.  I'm not really that deep about14

that area.15

But they did try to make, study the shape16

of the meniscus and the contact angle as function of17

temperature.  Trying to put that fact in.  Trying to18

get some, I guess dynamic performance data out of it. 19

That little bit I know.20

Yes, I don't know that answer, your21

comment --22

MEMBER PETTI:  No, that's okay.  Thanks.23

MR. TIEN:  Yes.24

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Hi, this is Walt25
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Kirchner.  I just would observe that there was a lot1

of work done, more with potassium and sodium in the2

early days on heat pipes.3

MR. TIEN:  Yes.4

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Los Alamos in5

particular because they wanted to use them for space6

reactors and such.  A lot of the variability here is7

going to be the choice of the wick and so it's a8

multi, I don't want to say it's a multi-dimensional9

problem in terms of space but you've got a lot of10

variables.  There is a lot going in.11

So the wettability of the wick material12

and such can be a big factor in and of itself.  And13

then you're showing some interesting and unique actual14

physical designs for the wick.  So there are a lot of15

things in play.16

Are these wicks in some way attached to17

the inside of the heat pipe or is it a freestanding18

wick?19

MR. TIEN:  I believe they are.20

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Yes.  That's what I21

would expect.22

MR. TIEN:  Yes.  I would think, from what23

I read, is like these wicks are kind of wrapped and24

attached --25
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VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Yes.1

MR. TIEN:  -- inside the heat pipe.2

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Right.3

MR. TIEN:  The heat pipe aren't that big,4

right?  They're only about two inches in diameter.  Or5

even a little smaller.  And they're kind of very6

compact, packed.  Yes.7

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  I don't know how8

much documentation is out there from when there is a9

lot of interest in this in the '80s.  But it might be10

worth a just a Google search of the Los Alamos11

archives because they did build quite a few liquid12

metal heat pipes.13

MR. TIEN:  I --14

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  And they were using15

kind of advance wick technology because they wanted16

them to function in a zero-gravity environment rather17

than, you know --18

MR. TIEN:  Yes.19

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  -- whatever was used20

on the pipeline up in Alaska and such, which is a more21

simplified --22

MR. TIEN:  I see.23

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  -- simplified heat24

pipe.25
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MR. TIEN:  Okay.  I think they have left1

some reference but I don't recall hearing something2

like you mentioned.  I'll take some notes and maybe3

look into it.  Yes.4

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Is there a reason5

that they're looking at, I looked at the test RIC and6

I found that interesting.  They had it tilted.  Is7

this, are they trying to do this for a zero-gravity8

environment or --9

MR. TIEN:  They are just, I think from10

what I read, they were just trying to test it out at11

the different inclination to find out whether that12

impact the dynamic --13

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Whether they'll14

function if the reactor tips over or something.15

MR. TIEN:  Yes, maybe.16

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Okay.17

MR. TIEN:  Because you're talking about18

microreactor.  Maybe they think something that's in19

motion that could incline at a certain angle due to20

the operation conditions.  I don't know for sure, but21

yes.22

Okay.  Yes, we can move to the next one. 23

From University of Southern California.  This is even24

more out of my comfortable range but I think, anyway.25
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It's an interesting study because they're1

trying to find, the subject of this grant is the risk-2

informed condition assessment of spent nuclear fuel3

canister using some experimental measurement data and4

high fidelity computational models.5

PI, co-PI, both are at USC, that indicates6

-- we have seen one progress report so far, and they7

did present a seminar, which we called a research8

learning exchange, and gave a presentation to NRC9

staff on this.  The background is they realized over10

the country there's increasing numbers, and there'll11

be a lot more spent nuclear canisters that store the12

used, spent fuel.  And there is a good chance that the13

canister will be shipped across the country from maybe14

the power plant site, to the long term storage site.15

So, there is a lot of chance for16

transportation, and exposure to hazardous conditions,17

or accident conditions.  And this is one kind of18

canister that's sealed, we really should not -- when19

you do the testing, you can't really open them up. 20

They're trying to develop some way that you can do21

some -- not radioactive, non-destructive, but a remote22

method, some signal processing way, some innovative23

way to detect any possible damage that's inside the24

canister.25
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So, next, yes, the objective, and the1

first path trying to assess the limit, I guess the2

traditional elastic dynamic analysis method, where you3

have a high fidelity method and you can probably model4

sort of behavior, and see under what condition is it5

possible to detect these abnormalities, and the6

damage.  And then how do you combine that with say7

nuclear fuel.8

With an assembly of spent fuel rods, and9

the lattice that contains that.  So, the PI probably10

has some special knowledge about some signal11

processing method, and filtering method, and is trying12

to apply that knowledge to reduce in this area.  Here13

is a brief picture of what this test facility looks14

like.  Apparently they use a lot of accelerometers,15

and they use a hammerer, a shaker, they bang on the16

wall, the solid.17

And try to measure the signal, and trying18

to figure out whether they can use that knowledge to19

detect the damage, or integrity of the fuel line20

inside.  And the next step, after you assess the limit21

of the current model, I guess they want to know22

whether the -- what can constitute a validation of the23

model, if you develop one.  And then after all this24

knowledge is developed, and they're trying to develop25
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a set of decision tools to maybe help NRC.1

Or anybody in the industry to have2

something to use to measure the vulnerability of those3

spent nuclear fuel packages.  And they also, for doing4

this, of course they build a scale physical mock up of5

the canister, with the basket, and fuel assemblies,6

two thirds scale, I guess it's a pretty good size7

model there.  And then in the meantime, they have8

developed their numerical model, which has a high9

degree of detail, a finite element model of the fuel10

assembly, and the canister.11

They use the LS-DYNA software package for12

their development.  Next slide please.13

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Kirk, this is Walt14

Kirchner again --15

MR. TIEN:  This is it, this is it, so --16

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Kirk, can you hear17

me?  This is Walt Kirchner.18

MR. TIEN:  Yeah.19

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Is the objective of20

that University of Southern Cal research to the21

integrity of the canister that's holding them, or22

something about what the state of the actual fuel23

assembly is inside?24

MR. TIEN:  I think they have a little bit25
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more ambition than just a canister.  From what I read1

they have done quite a -- they break down the2

possibility to if a single fuel element inside is3

failed, or damaged, they think they would read some4

kind of a signal signature.  And then if the5

combination of fuels in the basket has some damage,6

there would be some other signatures.7

I think it's quite involved, and it's more8

than just canister I believe, that's what I read.9

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Because one of the10

ways that has been used in the past non-invasively is11

to use acoustic resonance.  So, you get a signature so12

to speak by shaking, or pulsing.  It's simpler if13

you're just looking at a cylinder, say that is filled14

with liquid.  You can pulse that, and then make a15

pretty good assessment of what kind of liquid is16

inside the cylinder for example, and such.17

So, that's fairly mature technology for18

things like aircraft parts, and such, where they'll19

take something, and they'll ping it.  And then it will20

have -- if there's no cracks, it'll have one21

signature, if there's a crack, it will have another22

signature.  But I'm trying to sort out here, are they23

actually trying to maybe get a signature, or something24

as a reference, and then see if the actual fuel25
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element, or assembly inside is cracked, or somehow1

degraded, or slumped inside the canister, is that the2

objective?3

MR. TIEN:  I don't want to speak too soon4

out of my comfortable -- I believe they made5

assumptions of different grades of damages, and then6

different scenarios of the hazard conditions that7

could happen to this whole assembly.  So, whether they8

will be able to come up with how many levels of9

modeling, and signature characteristics saying -- I10

can't say off hand right now, yeah.11

CHAIR REMPE:  So, Ray, I believe you had12

some closing remarks?13

MR. FURSTENAU:  Yeah, I just know we're14

out of time here, so I just thought about it.15

MR. TIEN:  I'm sorry about that.16

MR. FURSTENAU:  No, that's all right, no17

problem Kirk.  I just wanted to conclude I appreciate18

your interest in these projects, and we're certainly19

willing to come back, if you look at the list, and you20

want updates on any of the projects.  We picked four,21

and you may have interest in some of the other ones,22

we'd be glad to do that, and I do appreciate the23

comments we've gotten on how to make that program24

better.25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  If we do do it again,1

it would be nice to have the PIs from the university2

join us via teams, because then they could answer the3

real technical questions.4

CHAIR REMPE:  And again, we have to be5

careful that we're not pushing them into something,6

that it's just technical questions.  But I think7

member questions always focused on how you're going to8

use the results.  And so I think you're aware of that,9

you brought it up at the beginning, but I think that's10

a higher level kind of comment that we might want to11

incorporate into our next review, and if you can find12

a way to give us that insight before our review, I13

think it would be great.14

But that's just one member's comment, it's15

not a letter here.  I'd like to invite members, or16

remind members again to send us comments, and we'll17

have the transcript.  We are supposed to start the18

next briefing at this time, or maybe a minute ago,19

before this time, a few minutes before.  But I'd like20

to take a six minute break, and we're just going to be21

six minutes behind.  But let's start up again at 12:4022

again, okay?23

I guess that's true, I need to just24

briefly open the line, and ask if there's any members25
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of the public that would like to make comments at this1

time?  And I'm trying to bring up the list to look. 2

Thank you Jose, for reminding me of that.  I don't see3

any members of the public, and I don't hear any4

members of the public who have unmuted themselves, or5

pressed star six. 6

So, at this point, we're going to again,7

recess, and I hope the next group is here, and they'll8

have their slides up, and we're just going to be9

running a few minutes late, okay?  Thank you.10

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went11

off the record at 2:35 p.m. and resumed at 2:43 p.m.) 12

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, we are back in13

session, and I want to thank Raj, and his team for14

being willing to give us a presentation on digital15

twins.  In the earlier session, I mentioned that this16

is the second of the briefings, and that this topic,17

as well as the prior topic was identified as topics of18

interest in our biennial report.  And I again19

appreciate you taking the time to do this.20

And although we're not planning to write21

a letter, I've invited the members to send me comments22

so that I'll have the transcript, as well as their23

thoughts for future reference, and future biennial, or24

triennial reviews.  And with that, because we are25
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running late, I'll let you go first Raj, or someone1

else.  John, are you starting?2

MR. MCKIRGAN:  If I could, thank you3

Chairman Rempe.  So, I'm John McKirgan, I'm deputy4

director of the Division of Engineering in the Office5

of Nuclear Regulatory Research, and Raj is in my6

division, I'm honored to have him.  And Chairman7

Rempe, as you mentioned, the digital twin project8

began in 2020 as part of the Office of Research's9

future focused research initiative, and that activity10

sponsors forward looking, blue sky kind of projects11

with potential regulatory impact out in the five, to12

ten year time frame. 13

And so there was significant interest in14

that area, both from the industry, and other15

stakeholders.  And so the digital twin project has16

really grown from its modest beginnings as an FFR, and17

now has business line funded activity that engages18

nuclear stakeholders, and important growing19

technologies.  It's an important area that we're20

continuing to pursue.21

And there's really some exciting stuff22

going on in artificial intelligence, machine learning,23

advanced sensors, data analytics, and multi domain24

models that all kind of come together in the digital25
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twin area.  So, these technologies are likely to1

feature prominently in new, and advanced reactors, and2

may dominate some of the changes that we'll see in the3

nuclear industry for years, and years to come.4

So, the success of the digital twin5

project really illustrates the importance of the6

forward looking research that we have going on, and7

we're preparing the NRC for the rapidly changing8

future, and we're really proud of our team, and Raj9

has been instrumental here for us in this area.  And10

we're working hard to establish a nuclear digital twin11

problem space, and proactively engaging with the12

stakeholders here.13

I'm also very happy to tell the committee14

we have been building the necessary capabilities, and15

capacities in the staff through targeted hiring, and16

strengthening the division support to the agency's17

mission to assess the safety, and security18

implications of applications like these in the future.19

So, let me just take a minute to share some insights20

here.21

First, I just wanted to address a very22

common question about what the difference is between23

a digital twin, and some of the nuclear simulations24

that we've had going on for years in our organization.25
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And Raj is going to talk about this, and I'm sure1

you'll hear other discussions on this.  But in short,2

simulations are an integral part of the digital twin,3

but it's really only one part of a larger system that4

includes advanced sensors, and data analytics, AIML,5

and other advanced, and integrated modeling tools that6

are just central to the digital twin system.7

And so plant models used by digital twins8

feature important, and there's some key differences9

between digital twins, and just simulations, and one10

of those is state concurrence.  And what we mean by11

that is that the digital twin is going to use live12

plant data, or component data to continuously update13

the state of the running models to ensure the digital14

twin represents an accurate model of the physical15

component, or plant.16

And so the team uses the term data17

informed models for these types of situations.  And so18

while the digital twin leverages many technologies,19

the focus of the research that we've been doing has20

been to identify the novel, or unique aspects of the21

digital twin when integrating these technologies22

within nuclear applications.  And so we're interested,23

if you will, in the emergent properties of a nuclear24

digital twin.25
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And so for example the team has identified1

the potential for order of magnitude increases in2

capabilities such as information production, and3

usage, or communication, analysis, integration, and4

control.  And so these capabilities offer potential5

applications in real time for plant diagnostics,6

predictions, and operational recommendations, and as7

well as some day, autonomous control.8

And so I'm going to leave all the hard9

questions to Raj, but I just wanted to thank you all10

for the time, we really appreciate the committee's11

interest in this area.  And with that I'll turn it12

over to Raj.13

CHAIR REMPE:  Before you start Raj, do any14

other members have any questions?  Then I wanted to15

also -- I was remiss in not thanking you for preparing16

the summaries that you prepared as a hand out, and17

background material for us for all your projects.  And18

I thought that was very helpful for this discussion,19

I forgot to mention that in the beginning, so thank20

you.  Go ahead Raj.21

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  That's our team,22

we've got some creative folks in our team.  Thanks so23

much John, I think John probably gave you everything,24

and more than what I know, so I don't know what I'm25
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going to talk -- let's see.  So, good afternoon1

esteemed members, it's always a great pleasure, and2

honor to appear in front of you.  Present updates on3

our research activities I have done several times.4

Today is a bit more special, because this5

briefing underscores the significance, and success of6

the recently initiated future focused research program7

envisioned by our office.  Although the future focused8

research program is a modest program, through this9

example, I'd like to expect to convince you that it10

has unleashed the creativity, and talents of our11

staff, and furthered our relevance, and commitment to12

helping the agency meet future challenges in a unique13

regulatory environment.14

Last July I provided a snapshot of the15

digital twins project.  Although it may have wetted16

your appetite, we were not able to provide detail, or17

overview at the time.  Some of you had questions,18

John's remarks contained answers to a couple of those19

questions.  I hope to fully answer additional20

questions through this brief, as well as provide a21

holistic view, albeit brief, of the digital twins22

project.23

To accomplish the major goals of a future24

focused research program, which we have minimal25
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resources, we had to leverage a lot both externally,1

and internally.  We collaborated with Idaho National2

Labs, and Oak Ridge National Lab, experts in this3

area.  We also coordinated with DOE Nuclear energy,4

and then ARPA-E, you're going to hear a presentation5

from them, and later the EPRI, next slide please.6

From the offset, when we started the7

project two years ago, we understood that the digital8

twin technology may have far reaching impact, and will9

cut across many areas of interest to other offices. 10

Excuse me, actually previous slide please.  And so we11

established a multi office team at the time.  You can12

see the expanse of our involvement with the other13

offices.14

I won't name the names, you can see it15

cuts across various offices, in addition to research.16

A couple of major questions your committee posted last17

year related to the concept of digital twins, and the18

difference between digital twins, and simulators, John19

attempted to answer the question.  Rather than20

starting with the definition of a digital twin as a21

first step --22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Raj, can I interrupt23

you for a moment? 24

MR. IYENGAR:  Yes.25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Can you pull the1

microphone a little closer to your mouth?2

MR. IYENGAR:  Sure.3

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You are just too4

soft.5

MR. IYENGAR:  No, I am not.6

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  On the microphone.7

MR. IYENGAR:  You should ask our teams.8

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  These microphones are9

extremely insensitive to anybody else.10

MR. IYENGAR:  I know, I know. 11

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Thanks Jose.12

MR. IYENGAR:  Rather than starting with a13

definition of a digital twin as a first step, because14

that would be an impossible task, our team performed15

a thorough analysis of the landscape of digital twin16

technologies, and its applications.  Observing the17

existence of multitude of definitions, we decided to18

develop a description, rather than definition of a19

digital twin.20

While the description is at a nuclear21

plant level, or a whole system level, it is imminently22

applicable to a sub system level as well.  I let one23

of our team members describe the essential elements of24

the digital twin.  Next slide please.  Thank you. 25
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CHAIR REMPE:  Raj, I'm not sure who is1

doing it, but someone is muting the room periodically,2

and I'm having to fight with them on it.  So please,3

whoever it is, if you're doing this, quit trying to4

mute the room, thank you.5

MR. IYENGAR:  Thank you.  Next slide,6

yeah, this is the one, thanks much.  In this slide we7

show a kind of time line of a few events, not8

everything of interest to us the last 20 years.  Now,9

I do want to go back a little bit, because the digital10

twin technology, or the concept of digital twin, and11

combination with physical systems was once used by12

NASA for Apollo 13.13

In fact they actually did a very good job14

of that.  In fact it helped them later when they had15

to rescue that mission, when it went wrong.  So, you16

can already see, that's a demonstration of something17

doing up front, that'll really help you along the way.18

And the word digital twin itself came into our lexicon19

sometime late 1990s.  I think there's debate on that,20

in 1998.21

I don't know if some of you may know,22

there was a digital voice twin of Alan Alda created,23

which I think that's the time when the phrase was24

coined, digital twin.  I don't know whether some of25
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you know MASH, or watched MASH, I used to watch the1

reruns when I came back late from graduate school,2

good destresser.  That's when it was -- but now I want3

to tell you on the same note though, the Chinese TV4

industry has actually developed real looking avatars5

of TV hosts.6

With voice recognition, speech7

recognition, and all the advanced AI, ML, artificial8

intelligence, machine learning technologies.  So,9

that's what you're seeing over 30 years now.10

MEMBER PETTI:  So, Raj, just a question,11

help me understand.  I see that this definition is12

maybe a little broader, but when I was in graduate13

school, people were developing simulators for nuclear14

plants, right?  We had pretty darn good models as I15

recall, to simulate them.  So, is it the integration16

of the different pieces what has really brought this17

to the floor?18

I'm personally always worried about hype,19

and marketing over where things are.  Or is this just20

sort of a natural evolution of these things as IT, and21

computer stuff has advanced?22

MR. IYENGAR:  Well, I don't know whether23

it's hype, or not.  Hype, yes, it is an evolution,24

because we had -- what happened in the 2010s is an25
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explosion of Internet of Things, IOTs, if you know. 1

That really enabled some of these concepts.  These2

concepts are not new, we have only met these things,3

but it's been there.  But being able to use that, and4

combine all that, and use it in real time, not just5

for simulation, but also for tracking.6

And predicting events, and doing remedies7

on site immediately.  So, the digital twin is a8

simulator, but it's an advanced simulator which has9

information sent from the real plant at any given10

time.  And then it provides back the actions, and11

recommendations for the plant owners to take, to12

upgrade the plant, whatever, whether it's related to13

safety, or maintenance, or operations, or even14

decommissioning.15

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  When you say the16

digital twin is a good fidelity simulator, it's17

adaptive, and continually adapted to reality.  So,18

when a pulse routine blows a panel, the simulator19

blows a panel, and then you see how can I go from20

point A, to point B with the panel broken, and you can21

use it -- the control room simulators, the training22

simulators are excellent digital twins.23

But there is a team of 12 people that are24

there to keep them twins from the real plant.  And25
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you're going to change any instrument in the real1

plant, you change it in the simulator first, and test2

it.  So, one, how you accomplish that adaptiveness I3

guess is the --4

MR. IYENGAR:  Is a key, right?  So you5

need real time information, you need advanced sensors,6

and advanced systems to provide the information back7

to the virtual system.  And you need not just the8

multi physics model, that only can go so much you can9

do, and it's very computationally expensive.  So, in10

order to do the adaptiveness, these artificial11

intelligence, and machine learning algorithms are12

actually being used, at least envisioned a lot in the13

nuclear industry by GE.14

They actually, I think you will hear Dr.15

Shafer talk about that shortly.  In addition, the need16

for understanding -- you can have a thousand17

simulators, but that's not -- you could also use this18

digital twin up front, before you even have the real19

unit, or real system in existence.  You construct20

these things virtually inside the machine, inside the21

computer, and you can test hypothesis, and scenarios,22

and make it most effective.23

In fact the building industry has excelled24

in it.  The building industry --25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  What you are1

describing is a simulator, not a twin.2

MR. IYENGAR:  Which one?3

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  In my mind what makes4

a twin is the online adaptiveness reality.5

MR. IYENGAR:  That's right.6

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  It adapts to reality. 7

So, whenever your plan ages because component number8

three fails, simulator component number three fails9

too.10

MR. IYENGAR:  You have to put that in --11

MEMBER BROWN:  If you have to know12

component number three failed, that's not always13

clear, as I'm well aware of.  The different strokes,14

different approach -- I'll just throw this out, what15

we tried to do for every one of the ones, the seven16

systems I developed before I retired, I&C, computer17

based stuff for the 688s, and Tridents, and Seawolf,18

and Virginia, and Nimitz Class, there's another one in19

there also.20

We also took the engineering models that21

duplicated the stuff we put in the ship, we hooked22

them up in a room, we had a computer that was the23

plant model sending all the data with digital data --24

in your head, converters to make them look like25
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detectors.  And we could run that thing -- any time1

something happened, we could go back, and literally2

feed it back through.3

And see okay, if you had this happen, or4

that happen, did the monitoring stuff respond?  If we5

found one that we couldn't figure out, and that's a6

hardware approach, but you still have a plant model,7

and a computer.  I'm still a little bit -- I don't8

want to say leery, because that's the wrong word, that9

you can duplicate all the internal machinations of the10

hardware within your equipment model.11

Because you just can't put all that, you12

can't simulate, or duplicate all the operations that13

a microprocessor is doing.  For instance particularly14

if you use a commercial platform like the NRC uses in15

most of these, where some of the routines don't even16

get applied, because you don't need them for your17

particular project.  And so does it interfere? 18

Because you're going through steps.19

The interrupts come in, bring this in, but20

don't do anything with that, put it aside.  Now, all21

of a sudden, it decides not to get put aside, it22

screws up your whole sample period.  And that -- I'm23

not arguing not to do anything, it's just --24

MR. IYENGAR:  You are actually spot on. 25
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I mean you are not going to replicate 100 percent of1

everything.  You're going to replicate the things that2

are most important, or whatever safety functions, or3

operational maintenance, or things that a licensee may4

want in the digital one.  So, that's how you're going5

to do it.  It's going to be evolving from that time,6

to include other things as computational power7

increases, and IOT technology improves, and advances.8

But I do tell you that there have been9

quite successful applications in the building10

industry.  I know you're saying -- what has happened11

is when you construct that in the digital form, after12

you actually put the building, then you actually have13

a digital twin of the building in your model.  And14

this is how the smart cities in Singapore was15

developed.  Singapore has a digital version of16

everything.17

All the buildings, they know who is18

intruding in some building.  It's just a remarkable19

system that they have, GE has done there. 20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  The thing is you call21

it a digital twin, Charlie, and me call it a cool22

simulator. 23

MR. IYENGAR:  Yes.24

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  But, let me give you25
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an example of what would be an easy to understand --1

controlling the traffic here in Washington, D.C.  You2

have cameras, and you have sensors, and you know how3

much traffic is going through every road, and you know4

how each red light works, because you --5

MEMBER BROWN:  Yeah, I always get a6

ticket, that's how I know.7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yeah, that's how you8

get tickets too.  So, with a digital twin, with a good9

simulator that's adaptive at 4:20 p.m., you can now10

simulate in the computer offline, what happens if I11

speed up this red light, and I slow down that one, and12

optimize the traffic, and implement it afterwards. 13

So, that's what they call a digital twin, I call it a14

simulator. 15

MR. IYENGAR:  It's fine, I'm not hung up16

on the names, I'm fine, whatever you may want to call17

it. The point is you couldn't have 1000 simulators of18

a nuclear plant,  you would have one main one, which19

captures everything.20

MEMBER BALLINGER:  I mean the closest the21

nuclear plants are getting to being able to use this22

stuff is really not operational, it's online23

maintenance.  That's where the value is, because you24

can model individual components, and you can detect25
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deterioration, and if you factor that in, you can do1

online maintenance.  If you get on a 777, or 787, and2

you fly, hopefully, there's a digital twin on the3

ground.4

For every flight, any of these aircraft,5

because a 777 there's probably about a thousand, or6

more microprocessors on that airplane.  And when that7

thing lands, if there's something going on, they know8

way ahead of time, and what's going on, and they9

project it, that's pretty fantastic, but it is a10

glorified simulator. 11

MEMBER BROWN:  Well, until they try to12

apply it while it's in the air, and they make some13

software download while it's in the air, and it turns14

off your fuel pump, just like it did when it turned15

off your car when you were driving down the16

interstate, like you told us about.17

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Well, you can't fix18

stupid.19

CHAIR REMPE:  I think we need to be20

cognizant of the time --21

(Simultaneous speaking.)22

MEMBER BROWN:  I'll be quiet. 23

CHAIR REMPE:  Restrain yourselves, okay?24

MEMBER BIER:  I would like to make one25
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point before we move on.  So, I realize the term1

digital twin is not one that you picked, or anything,2

so it's not about you.  But I think it really is3

conflating two things, one is the concurrency, or4

synchronized nature of it, and the other is twin5

sounds like high fidelity.  But there is no reason6

that it has to be high fidelity.7

So, just recently I heard a talk by8

somebody who claimed to have made a digital twin of9

the U.S. for purposes of pandemic modeling.  So, what10

it meant is that as the case numbers changed, he11

updated his model, it was synchronized with the12

current state of the country, but it was not high13

fidelity.  They didn't know, okay there's going to be14

20 people meeting in White flint on this date.  It was15

very crude, but concurrent.16

And so it's really the same point Dave17

made earlier.  They chose a cool buzz word that sounds18

very hypeish, but I think we need to be careful that19

concurrency may be real, but the fidelity has to be20

established.21

MEMBER BROWN:  And if the data is not22

exactly right, then somebody makes predictions, and23

changes what you do in that part of the country, and24

it doesn't have a good result.25
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CHAIR REMPE:  So, again, let's cut this1

off --2

MR. IYENGAR:  This is fantastic, it covers3

some portions of our report, this is what exactly we4

argue in our report.5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  So, you're going to6

speed up --7

CHAIR REMPE:  Anyway, I think we made the8

point that Raj liked, so go ahead.9

MR. IYENGAR:  Right.  So, only a couple of10

things I wanted to mention, Professor Michael Grieves11

is often credited for that, for this kind of concept.12

He developed in 2002 and he applied to the smart13

manufacturing in 2019 such.  Internationally, both14

from Britain, and University of Cambridge in 2018, as15

well as later in 2021, they've established some16

programs, and applications, digital twins broadly, not17

only for nuclear, but also non-nuclear.18

I want to concentrate on the year 2020,19

which is when we initiated our program in March, the20

future focused research program.  Shortly thereafter,21

ARPA-E awarded I think 20 million dollars in May of22

2020, and the French government, along with the23

utilities, and CEA, as well as Framatome, and they24

asked a particular 100 scientists to develop concepts25
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of digital twins for all the existing fleet.1

So, there is a broad range of interest2

internationally, and the rest of it is I know we have3

published some reports I'll talk about since then.  Of4

noteworthy point is in 2022, I think about a month ago5

maybe, in March.  Amazon developed a definition, or a6

description of a digital twin, Amazon Web Services. 7

And it currently replicated what we outlined in8

December of 2021.9

Next slide please.  So, the digital twin10

project, as you heard from John, and me mentioned, it11

started as a future focused research project.  And our12

purpose was to identify the technical issues, and the13

need of regulatory infrastructure.  To that end we14

have published several technical reports, I'll go15

through some of them in the next few slides.  These16

reports --17

DR. BLEY:  Can I interrupt you?18

MR. IYENGAR:  Yes.19

DR. BLEY:  This is Dennis Bley.20

MR. IYENGAR:  Yes.21

DR. BLEY:  The one thing that's been kind22

of gnawing at me, especially as we talk about this23

integration, and you hinted at autonomous operation,24

it seems that if you really carry this through to25
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fruition, the digital twin, now we have a software1

system outside of our physical system, but it seems2

like we're really introducing the opportunity for3

cyber threats many times over.4

I don't know if that's true, or not, but5

have you delved into this at all?6

MR. IYENGAR:  Well, yes, so I'm just going7

to describe our project plan here.  So, just because8

you mentioned, I think we probably touched upon9

everything you all mentioned here in our project plan. 10

So, in the technical letter report, we wanted to see11

the application had advanced sensors, and data12

analytics in terms of the data integrity quality, and13

uncertainties because high fidelity is important.14

And we also have explored the use of these15

things for both safety, and physical security aspects.16

And we have a plan to look into the cyber security17

aspects as well.  So, because it's future focused18

research project, to be honest with you, it's less19

than 300K that'd be got, and maybe .5 FTE.  So, but we20

had the energy, and the enthusiasm of the group of21

staff.  Really with that, we were able to realize22

these goals.23

And I'll outline some of those topics as24

we go on.  The short answer is yes, Member Bley.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  To springboard off of1

Dennis's comment, the cyber issue is interesting.  I2

mean the only real way to not be hacked is to not3

connect to the internet, fundamentally, and to not let4

anybody in that can mess around with your stuff, and5

change it. So, and almost every one of the reports,6

and circumstances we've read about publicly, the7

security responses are reactive.8

I mean you embed your virus protection9

systems with all the stuff you know about.  You try to10

anticipate some other based on the knowledge form11

that, some other vector, but we always get nailed. 12

Every week you can read another section of reports13

where somebody's stuff went down.  And so once, and14

I've been listening to the internet of things for15

decades plus change now, the IEEE loves it.16

And it seems to me we just don't know how17

to know everything that's going to happen.  So, how18

can you be connected to everything, and still have19

confidence that you're not going to get nailed?  It's20

a tough question.  I mean I just -- I'm very, very21

nervous myself, but if you isolate your units so that22

you're not connected, so that you're not connected to23

real time people operating stuff.24

But yet you can take results, put it in,25
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and say hey look, we need to watch out for something,1

that's another story.  But it's how you connect in, do2

you do this separately?3

MR. IYENGAR:  So, yeah, let me reserve4

this for the last slide.  This is very important,5

because it touches on not just cyber safety, and6

safeguards, and physical security of the planet.  So,7

it's a very important topic, I think good points you8

raised.  So, I want to tell you about some of the9

other efforts.  So, we also conducted two10

international workshops.11

One in December 2020, the other one is12

October 2021, or September 2021.  We had fantastic13

participation, over 450 people internationally plugged14

into the workshop.  The presentations are all15

available in these -- in a research information16

letter.  I have, in the slide, given the four ML17

numbers, ADAMS numbers.  So, you can have access to18

those documents for additional information.19

Additionally we provided a portfolio which20

gives a snapshot of these reports in a page form.  So,21

next slide please.  So, when we ask the question22

what's the benefit at the end, we're also concerned23

about the potential pitfalls of these.  So, from a24

stakeholders point, a few, there are significant25
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opportunities, say faster design, and validation of1

components. 2

As you know, lots of things tie into the3

digital communication, and that comes with good, and4

bad as Member Brown mentioned.  And our control of5

system using advanced sensors, and forwarding the6

information back to the digital system, that's also a7

big consideration, so is the analysis, whether it's8

using multi physics model for predicting, or reducer9

models, or data analytics using artificial10

intelligence, and machine learning algorithms to adapt11

to predictions.12

That's also of considerations, and how do13

you integrate all that.  So, these are potential14

capabilities, also come with various considerations.15

Next slide please.  So, the opportunities are offered16

from a planned point of view, as I mentioned about the17

design, testing, and validation of components, and18

systems.  You could do that virtually, and actually19

come in, and avoid lots of trial, and error in terms20

of testing, and manufacturing components after you21

design.22

And then go back, and redesign.  So,23

that's a great opportunity, it also reduces the24

operational cost, like Member Ballinger mentioned,25
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potentially using collision based monitoring, or1

predictive maintenance.  Improvement in efficiency2

while maintaining safety, that's a significant3

opportunity as well for the licensees.4

Reduced staffing is another area that also5

comes with certain considerations.  Of joint interest6

to both the licensees, and NRC is the potential for7

digital twins to improve the efficiency of regulatory8

processes while maintaining, or even improving safety9

margins.  So, the digital twin can provide a platform10

for common trusted information.  And the shared11

framework for acceptance, and approval of licensee12

actions. 13

Improved communication between14

stakeholders, and the NRC, increased regulatory15

responsiveness, and real time identification of safety16

significant issues, and enhanced on site inspection.17

In fact this is an area that potentially could be very18

useful as well.  Although it may answer, it may appear19

to you all that DT technology would be viable mainly20

for advanced reactors based on what I said, and new21

reactors. 22

There are also a lot of potential for23

application of these kind of technologies at a24

subsystem level for the operating fleet, current25
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fleet.  In fact such applications for current1

operating fleet at a subsystem level would provide2

proof of concept expeditiously, and probably answer3

some of your questions as well on the communications4

side, wireless versus -- and enable broader5

application of new, and advanced reactors.6

We provide some of the examples in the7

next slide please.8

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  To be able to use9

this, and just because you call it a fancy thing, we10

want to use it in our regulatory environment.  I'll11

give you an example, what we call engineering12

simulators, we spend an ungodly amount of time, money,13

and effort validating, and bench marking them.  And we14

understand every line of code that's in there.  Who15

did it, and why, and there is a pedigree what got16

done.17

When you start using AI, and machine18

learning, and all these multiple increasingly large19

models, how can a regulator trust that it is -- the20

fidelity, for the fidelity of the answers?  It looks21

good, it sounds good, and most of the time it gives22

you answers.23

MR. IYENGAR:  So, I think everything you24

mentioned here, all the members, we have aspects of25
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that in the project done.  So, we do have a regulatory1

considerations document which addresses those2

challenges outlined, and the gaps.3

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  But I hope you4

consider that in the nuclear industry, we live for the5

ten to the minus four, and lower event.  So, just6

because it works 99 percent of the time, that's not7

good enough.8

MEMBER BIER:  Actually this summer, I9

forget  what it was, we had some piece of equipment in10

our house, I forgot what it was, that failed because11

a bug got into the circuit, and fried itself.  And12

that happens in the real world, it won't happen in the13

digital twin, unless you notice that it failed, and14

program it in somehow.15

MR. IYENGAR:  Yeah, so we do have the16

document, I'll mention that, and we allude to some of17

those considerations you mention.  But the whole point18

is I think our approach with this project is to look19

at the technical challenges in the regulatory20

environment.  We did not up front make any kind of21

determination that this is not good, or this is good,22

that's not our concern right now. 23

We are exploring, and we are understanding24

what the challenges would be, and how, if any, these25
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challenges could be predicted, or addressed by1

licensees.  That's all we are doing right now.  We are2

not making the call that this technology is not worthy3

of consideration, or whether it's worthy of4

consideration.  That's not something we are making any5

determination on. 6

So, one of the things I think -- there are7

some examples here, where you could use this for 50 598

screenings, and I think that's something underway with9

the industry as I learned.  There's another example on10

the right hand side, which talks about steam generator11

tube performance monitoring, and prediction, but you12

can actually have a digital twin of steam damage, and13

monitor chemistry, and its performance.14

I think there was an interest from EPRI in15

doing something, that area.  But also use these for16

the motor operated paths, and pump on conditioned17

based monitoring.  But you can actually get the18

dynamic time series response, and this is where you19

can test out the use of artificial intelligence,20

machine learning algorithms.21

MEMBER BALLINGER:  This stuff's going on22

now.  The MOVs, and pump condition monitoring programs23

are in existence, have been for 20 years, steam24

generators, even more than that. 25
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MR. IYENGAR:  Yeah, the idea of having --1

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Adaptive Chemistry2

control, that's ongoing, online chemistry monitoring,3

and control happens, it's been happening for 20 years.4

MEMBER HALNON:  So, everything he said,5

but put it all together into -- you said simulator,6

plus people equals digital twin, sort of.  And we did7

a project once where we took, it was like 148

instruments that we were predicting were going to fall9

out of their range by looking forward.  Took those 1410

instruments, and put them into the simulator, and we11

ran the clock forward to see which one was going to12

fail, and have impact on the plant first.13

That, in a sense is automated by digital14

twin, but we had to do it manually to run that clock15

forward, to see at what point would operation be16

outside our bounds.  So, is that similar to what17

you're talking about?18

MR. IYENGAR:  Yeah.19

MEMBER HALNON:  Put all that stuff20

together at one time -- I'm sorry, this is Greg21

Halnon.  Put all that stuff together at one time, and22

you run the clock forward, and that's the value of a23

digital twin.24

MR. IYENGAR:  Yeah, so the DOE's light25
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water reactor sustained program is doing something1

like that for it.  Using artificial intelligence, and2

machine learning, that's different.  So, they are3

evaluating that, and we don't have the information yet4

because the work is with some licensees.  But that's5

something -- if that concept proves viable, I think6

it's potentially something that we need to set aside,7

and evaluate the use of AI, ML technologies for8

condition monitoring.9

So, I'm just giving some examples. 10

There's a great interest in 3d radiation mapping, use11

of drones for decommissioning, use of digital twins in12

decommissioning areas.  I think there's been interest13

from decommissioning industry, as well as some of the14

folks, and colleagues in research.  So, those are some15

examples.  Next slide please.  I think I'm almost run16

out of time.  So, we got a lot of insights, it's a17

rapidly evolving industry wide interest, and it brings18

in opportunities, and questions, and concerns as some19

of you have. 20

So, that's a good thing I think.  That21

kind of discussion is very important when we do22

something innovative, or march onto something very23

different, leap into something.  These are very24

important, I really appreciate the questions, and25
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comments that the members provided.  We will certainly1

take that into account as we do additional work in2

this area.3

So, impact of digital twin capabilities4

is, for example, there's a lot of impact, one is a5

novel source of trusted information.  And then we also6

emphasize through our workshops, and discussions with7

our six stakeholders.  The importance of establishing8

a common framework, and community of practice, because9

these are very advanced technologies, sharing10

information is very important.11

And withholding that, it will not help12

anybody, the technical community, or the regulatory13

community.  So, this is just a beginning.  As I14

mentioned, this program is transitioning into a15

business line funded program because of great interest16

from stakeholders.  You will hear from two of them17

shortly.  Next slide please.  So, we are almost18

wrapping up the regulatory considerations document.19

Which, I think some of you had added some20

valuable comments.  We are looking at how does it21

really impact regulatory oversight, licensing, and22

oversight of what we do, whether it's for advanced23

reactors in terms of design, and acceptance of design,24

or whether it's for new reactors, operation25
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maintenance, and whether it's for operating reactors1

where you use condition based monitoring of2

components, and subsystems.3

So, this document will be out within a few4

weeks, and I will certainly provide that to you.  Next5

slide please.  So, the additional work we are doing,6

the next steps involve use of advanced sensors, and7

instrumentation.  This is where we are looking into8

the development of these hardware technologies, which9

DOE, nuclear energy, and industry are pursuing some10

advanced sensors.11

We are looking at the efficacy of the12

sensors, the applicability of sensors, reliability of13

the sensors, so we document our challenges, and gaps,14

application advances, and including data analytics15

will be out in a couple of months, or so.  Next slide16

please.  Here is another important topic, which we17

think that the digital twins concept has been18

utilized, or been contemplated being utilized.19

Both from the international, IEAE, as well20

as from some of the ongoing work in DOE, and as part21

of the light water reactor assembly program, as well22

as the advanced reactor programs.  So, there's a lot23

of potential for these kind of technologies up front,24

for both safeguards, and security.  Verification, and25
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control of special nuclear material, and how do you1

integrate safeguards, and security within digital2

trends? 3

It's a lot of work going on in the Sandia4

National Labs, in that are where they have developed5

some new modeling simulation packages for these kinds6

of concepts, and explorations.  So, we are delving7

into that.  We are understanding, evaluating the8

challenges, and the opportunities that will provide.9

We're working with Idaho National Lab, and Sandia10

National Labs to put out a gaps, and challenges11

document on this.12

MEMBER BROWN:  What do you mean by13

safeguards?  I know what I mean, but --14

MR. IYENGAR:  Materials control, and --15

MEMBER BROWN:  Plant safeguards, you're16

talking about plant safeguards?  Where we had the17

reactor trips, starting --18

MR. IYENGAR:  No, that's the -- I'm19

talking about the materials control, and accounting. 20

MEMBER BROWN:  You're not talking about21

plant systems right now.22

MR. IYENGAR:  No.23

MEMBER BROWN:  You're talking about24

safeguards.25
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MR. IYENGAR:  Yeah.1

MEMBER BROWN:  You want to integrate all2

that --3

MR. IYENGAR:  I don't want to integrate,4

there are some activities --5

MEMBER BROWN:  Integration of security,6

and everything, put it all in one package, so somebody7

can get in, and nail us to the wall, and everything. 8

Separation is important, isolation I should say.9

MR. IYENGAR:  Yeah, there's ongoing10

aspects, but then there are different opinions11

outside, and within agency itself.  So, all I12

mentioned is we are not making any judgement calls13

here.  We are doing our honest, and up front14

evaluation, and assessment of these various15

technologies.  And we took these documents up, and we16

welcome all comments.17

March forward towards refining, or doing18

additional work in these areas.  Next slide please. 19

So, future activities entail assessment of standards.20

This was brought up in our public meeting recently by21

industry stakeholders, and there is some activity, I22

think EPRI will talk about development of assessment,23

and practice standards.  NIST had put out a standards24

for use of digital twins, draft standards last year,25
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late last year.1

That's not for nuclear, but that's for2

just general, and they're expecting comments by this3

June.  But they list EPRI, and the industry4

stakeholders are discussing the use of -- development5

of standards for nuclear industry.  And also after6

that, we look at if there is a need to develop a7

regulatory framework.  And throughout the process, we8

will continuously engage stakeholders through9

communication, as well as your committee.10

And also develop the knowledge within our11

offices to ensure that we have state of the art12

knowledge to evaluate, and assess the application's13

new technologies.  With that, I thank you all for your14

time.15

CHAIR REMPE:  So, I have a question.16

MR. IYENGAR:  Sure.17

CHAIR REMPE:  If I can figure out how to18

say it.  I know you're not trying to make judgements19

at this time, but there is a wide variety of how much20

scientific modeling would go into a digital trend. 21

And if one goes to the far end with a very22

unsophisticated model, which just says if you see this23

instrumentation signal, and that one, machine learning24

tells me that this component could fail, and there's25
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absolutely no science with it.1

And then have you guys seen those kind of2

applications?  And then how far can you go in such an3

application, where there's no science?  For example,4

could one have something like that in a control room,5

and the operator has the simulator that tells them6

certain things should be done if certain7

instrumentation signals occur as based on science. 8

And then there's this other one that has no science.9

I mean are you guys considering the whole10

spectrum of things?11

MR. IYENGAR:  Absolutely.12

CHAIR REMPE:  And doesn't some of that,13

even though you're not making judgements attract more14

regulatory attention?  Is what I'm trying to go with.15

MR. IYENGAR:  Absolutely, absolutely.  And16

I think GE is working on something like that, what17

they call humble AI, where you can default too.  So,18

there are lots of activities going on.  If you look at19

those slides from our workshop, many vendors are20

pursing these kind of technologies.  We are evaluating21

every one of them, and they are -- sometimes it's very22

hard for them to come up front, and provide all this23

information before they engage with NRC.24

But through these kind of projects, we're25
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ready to get some information, and this information is1

shared with the wider community, which is going to2

help answer some of those questions.  I do want to3

make one point though.  My expertise is modeling4

simulation, physics based modeling, that's how I5

started.  I went into the nano, micro structural6

subsystem level.  It is science based, but there's a7

limit.8

Because you know that at some point you9

have to use empirical equations to capture some of the10

scientific phenomena.  So, it's not entirely science11

based.  Even if you use the molecular dynamics model,12

you have some difficulty.  In fact there's been lots13

of work going on, went on in the 1990s trying to14

bridge the gap between atomistic, and the real micro15

structure level of modeling.16

And I will tell you that is not fully17

materialized.  So, what we call the physics based18

scientific models are not 100 percent physics based19

scientific models.  There are empirical equations20

involved everywhere.  So, I do want to point that out,21

because sometimes it's often used as to discard some22

of the AI, ML, or deep neural network based23

algorithms.24

And I agree with you, I'm from your side,25
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but I'm seeing more -- there's more to it than we1

think that could offer.2

CHAIR REMPE:  But then they predict3

different  results, what is the operator going to do? 4

Then maybe --5

(Simultaneous speaking.)6

MR. IYENGAR:  You have to do bench7

marking, there's lots of --8

CHAIR REMPE:  And in the middle of a9

crisis, it will be difficult to do that.  But anyways10

--11

MR. IYENGAR:  We are doing up front, these12

are not already regulated, and we are not going by13

that.  So, we are doing things up front, so that we14

don't get into such scenarios.15

MEMBER SUNSERI:  This is Matt Sunseri, and16

I just would like to offer from y professional17

experience, some words of encouragement to you guys,18

because I think what you're doing is actually19

fantastic.  You know when I think about -- let's just20

use your condition monitoring of equipment as an21

example.  When we started out in the venue, we thought22

vibration monitoring was the end of the world, that we23

couldn't get any better than that.24

Then we got lube oil analysis, and we got25
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tomography, and we got acoustic emissions.  And we1

brought it all together, as we brought in each one of2

those tools, we learned more about how the equipment3

operated, got better at predicting when it would fail.4

And what I see you doing with this, and I don't want5

to split hairs, whether it's called digital twin, or6

simulation, or whatever.7

But you're developing tools that will8

allow us to use machine learning, and artificial9

intelligence, and all the analytical, and theoretical10

tools that we already have together, to pull it11

together to give us a better representation of12

something that we're looking at to help us make13

decisions on it.  And I personally think, and14

encourage that we will be able to make regulatory15

decisions, or other design decisions.16

As long as we know the limitations of what17

we're using, the error, or the uncertainties around18

that, and that we're applying it in a way that it's19

intended to be applied.  I think that we will be able20

to make regulatory decisions, design decisions,21

operational decisions, and we'll be able to make them22

better, and faster than we ever have.  Anyway, that's23

my position.24

CHAIR REMPE:  Members, any other comments,25
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or questions?  Then let's go to the next presentation.1

MR. IYENGAR:  Thank you very much.2

CHAIR REMPE:  Thank you.3

MR. CHANDRAN:  Okay, I'll be pulling up4

the ARPA-E slides next, so just give me one minute.5

MEMBER BROWN:  Is this ARPA, or EPRI?6

CHAIR REMPE:  ARPA-E, not EPRI.  While the7

slides are coming up, do you want to introduce8

yourself, and anything you want to say?9

MS. SHAFER:  Sure, yeah, absolutely while10

we're -- so, I'm Jennifer Shafer, I'm a program11

director at ARPA-E, I'm running the GEMINA portfolio,12

which was alluded to in the previous presentation, and13

will be the focus of the conversation today. 14

Nominally, this portfolio is the digital twin focus15

effort for the DOE's ARPA-E.  And we developed it16

basically as a mechanism, and means of managing17

operation, and maintenance costs for our advanced18

reactor fleet.19

I am also a professor at Colorado School20

of Mines, but I don't think I'm supposed to say that21

too often.22

CHAIR REMPE:  Your slides are up, so thank23

you.24

MS. SHAFER:  Awesome.  Good, there's a TV25
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there.  So, yeah, as I said earlier, I'm Jennifer1

Shafer, and I'll be speaking to our digital twin, and2

GEMINA portfolio effort.  Next slide.  And there'll be3

a few clicks basically on this one.  So, basically4

ARPA-E broadly, so the GEMINA portfolio, as Raj5

previously said, was on the order of about 30 million6

dollars. 7

There was also a lease effort that was8

before that, so that was -- we used to name our9

exploratory efforts, which are smaller efforts, there10

was a lease effort that was on the order of 10 million11

dollars there, and then we also have a reserve budget12

to support this.  So, basically on the order of 4013

million dollars on digital twins, and this is really14

focused at aiming advanced reactor development.15

ARPA-E, for those of you who don't know,16

and I'll actually be speaking about this more on the17

next slide is basically supposed to be the Department18

of Energy's moonshot energy agency.  And with that in19

mind, we saw the biggest opportunity for impact with20

respect to our advanced reactor fleet, and so that's21

basically how we zeroed in on funding, and enabling22

the technology of digital twins there.23

We do think that there is a near term time24

line for potential commercial deployment of these25
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technologies.  We have many advanced reactor companies1

working with us, and interfacing with us.  So, ARPA-E2

is basically by statute, very tech to market focused,3

and works in this regard.  And, so that's one of the4

reasons why we've been trying to work so intimately5

with Raj, and others at the NRC with respect to6

raising awareness for basically what people have in7

development, so that there's an understanding.8

In the previous discussion there was a lot9

of discussion about potentially control of the digital10

twin, and what that could mean for the advanced11

reactor system.  At this stage in the game I would say12

that we are not looking at the digital twins to13

necessarily operate, and execute in either control, or14

safety functions.  These are things that are kind of15

on the periphery of those systems.16

And, so we can kind of get awareness for17

what the technologies could actually enable.  Next18

slide -- or next bullet.  We do think that there's a19

critical derisking step in enabling these digital20

technologies, and that's primarily in looking at the21

regulatory gaps, and hopefully in trying to provide22

paths forward, and thinking about that more broadly.23

So, I don't think that I have a slide24

prepared on it, but we have been talking with NEI,25
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EPRI, ANS, others basically about the potential1

development of a digital twin standard that would hope2

to provide direction basically with respect to so many3

of the questions that you've had here today, as far as4

what this actually looks like when you actually see it5

deployed.6

Next bullet.  And we've already been7

talking a little bit with Nuclear Regulatory Research,8

and specifically on DTs, so.  Next Bullet.  And one of9

the things that we're really trying to do with this,10

especially because we do have that explicit tech to11

market mandate, in my team I have tech to market12

advisors I work with on this, we evaluate proposals13

explicitly with the idea that they need to have a14

significant tech to market vision for how they're15

actually going to deploy.16

Is that we're really just kind of hoping17

to serve as a catalyst basically, an awareness18

mechanism for really being able to talk about what's19

happening in industry in a way that's perhaps a little20

bit more concrete.  So, there's at least a general21

awareness of where things sit there, so.22

DR. BLEY:  Hi, I said I'd back you up two23

bullets, this is Dennis Bley here.24

MS. SHAFER:  Hi Dennis.25
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DR. BLEY:  Your bullet on critical1

derisking step caught my attention.  I can sort of see2

how this could help you in developing paths forward.3

Can you see anything about identification of4

regulatory gaps, and why you think digital twins would5

be especially helpful there?6

MS. SHAFER:  So, we are not necessarily7

thinking that the digital twin could help identify a8

regulatory gap, as much as we are looking that --9

sorry about that.  We are thinking that in the10

deployment of digital twins, that there are potential11

regulatory gaps, and we are trying to identify what12

those are, such that the NRC has awareness well before13

we're trying to deploy.  Does that make sense?14

DR. BLEY:  In the sense that they have not15

thought about regulating these kinds of systems?16

MS. SHAFER:  Yes, in that sense.17

DR. BLEY:  Okay, that makes sense, thank18

you.19

MS. SHAFER:  Sure.  All right, next slide,20

or bullet.  So, I won't belabor too much on the21

history of ARPA-E, I don't think that you're here to22

hear about that.  But basically this agency was23

nominally funded, and initiated courtesy of a National24

Academy study in 2007.  I basically have the slide in25
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here, that if you haven't heard of us before, it's1

because we're a relatively young agency.2

And having said that, the nuclear fission3

portfolio was initiated around 2017 when Rachel4

Slaybaugh actually joined a former professor at UC5

Berkeley, and so that's basically the interface that6

the vision portfolio has had to date at ARPA-E.  So,7

next slide.8

DR. BLEY:  Is there a cross history with9

DARPA, or are you completely separate?10

MS. SHAFER:  We are completely separate,11

though of course there are things where you can12

imagine that they are cousin agencies.  You have13

IARPA, you have DARPA, there are -- I actually deleted14

this slide, but much like DARPA, we have a parallel15

structure, where we report directly to say, the16

secretary of energy basically on our reporting17

structure, it's similar with DARPA.18

In many ways there are similarities, and19

really trying to identify high risk technologies. 20

Probably the biggest differentiators between us, and21

DARPA is the idea of basically the tech to market22

focus.  That's something that DARPA hasn't necessarily23

had as much to date.  Though, in conversations with24

them, this is something that they've become25
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increasingly attentive to thinking of, so hopefully1

that helps.2

DR. BLEY:  Thank you.3

MS. SHAFER:  Sure.4

CHAIR REMPE:  I'm a little puzzled that5

you said projects were started when Rachel Slaybaugh6

became director, I thought that ARPA-E was established7

under Chu with Dr. Machindar.8

MS. SHAFER:  Yes, your history is correct,9

I should have been more careful in my language there.10

Basically Rachel initiated the nuclear fission11

portfolio at ARPA-E.  So, up until that point, ARPA-E12

was not funding anything in the nuclear space.13

CHAIR REMPE:  Thank you.14

MS. SHAFER:  Sure.  So, nominally as well,15

just a little bit more overview here.  As program16

directors at ARPA-E, you have a lot of latitude to17

basically identify white space as long as it falls18

under one of these five areas.  And basically the more19

areas that it falls under the better, probably, as far20

as getting buy in.  This is under the broad umbrellas21

of being able to reduce imports, improve efficiency,22

reduce emissions.23

Improve the management, cleanup, and24

disposal of radioactive waste, and spent nuclear fuel.25
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As well as basically improving the resilience,1

reliability, and security of our energy2

infrastructure.  And I take the time to point this3

out, and talk about this a little bit more because4

ARPA-E is fairly ad hoc, and program directors come,5

and go, the flavor of what ARPA-E maybe funds at a6

given moment can be quite different.7

So, we aren't necessarily going to have a8

ten year digital twin campaign where we fund these9

things, and continue this, and on, and on.  It's the10

idea that hopefully we're able to fund things that11

moves the needle in the direction substantially, and12

then industry is probably able to pick up interest. 13

Or, if it's relevant, of course things like E may also14

build up offices, that may be supported if it's15

relevant.16

But that's completely on an ad hoc basis,17

and if anybody believes that it's relevant to do so.18

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Jennifer, this is19

Walt Kirchner.  The lower left one is interesting, I20

don't remember that being in the portfolio 13 years21

ago, and whenever -- now 15 years ago when you were22

created. 23

MS. SHAFER:  Yeah, it was not.24

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Are you investing25
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much in that, is that a new addition?1

MS. SHAFER:  It's a new addition.  As of2

December of 2020, it was added into our portfolio. 3

And so we actually have a couple of different efforts4

ongoing here.  And actually I didn't see Bob in the5

audience, he is here virtually.  So, we have another6

program director at ARPA-E, Bob Ledoux, he launched7

the onwards program, which is looking at the8

management of waste for used nuclear fuel coming from9

our advanced reactor fleet.10

And we also have, I'm managing, or11

hopefully will be managing the CURIE portfolio, the12

coal is on the street right now, and that's looking at13

reprocessing used nuclear fuel from our current14

nuclear fleet to fuel advanced reactors.  So, that's15

what's going on there.  It's a big change.  Next16

advance.  The other charter that we have is also17

maintaining, and ensuring that the U.S. maintains a18

technological lead internationally.  So, next point.19

So, here is the advanced reactor, advanced20

nuclear portfolio in all of its glory.  You can see21

that nominally, we have had four programs in22

development to date.  So, MEITNER, and GEMINA were the23

first programs that Rachel launched, and as we go24

through the advances, here is the next click.  So,25
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MEITNER was -- there's 150 million dollars that's been1

overall investment in ARPA-E, so basically since 20172

you could say.3

And that pending is basically because at4

the time I presented this, CURIE was still sort of5

embryonic.  But now that's not the case, so that's6

where our investment is here.  Next bullet point.  And7

basically of course this is breaking up between the8

current fleet focusing here, and then you can see a9

much bigger emphasis regarding the advanced reactor10

fleet.  So, and then you can probably go ahead, and11

click a few more times. 12

There we go, perfect.  So, basically when13

it comes to fission, the MEITNER program was looking14

at can we greatly reduce advanced reactor CapEx, and15

what technologies would be substantially enabling16

regarding that.  GEMINA, which I already alluded to a17

little bit, was looking at how we can enable, and18

decrease costs regarding advanced reactor operations,19

and so that's there.20

ONWARDS I already talked about regarding21

minimizing disposal impact of advanced reactor waste,22

with Robert, or Bob Ledoux is leading.  Then CURIE is23

looking at improving the cost, and monitoring of UNL24

pre-processing.  So, next bit.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  This doesn't reprocess, it1

hasn't since the Carter administration.2

MS. SHAFER:  It hasn't since the carter3

administration.4

MEMBER BROWN:  So, there's a block, how5

can you improve it if it doesn't exist right now?  Are6

we talking about non-U.S. reprocessing?7

MS. SHAFER:  Not explicitly, no.  The idea8

is focusing on the potential for reprocessing in the9

U.S., and actually we aren't explicitly blocked as of10

right now from commercial reprocessing.  That was11

stopped under Carter, but since then it's evolved many12

times over with respect from administration to13

administration regarding whether, or not there's14

actually a prevention of that.  And one of the --15

MEMBER BROWN:  I didn't say prevent it,16

it's just not done.17

MS. SHAFER:  It's just not done, right,18

now.  And I think when you look at some of the biggest19

reasons for that, it centers on it's expensive.  It20

probably costs six times as much at least to use21

reprocessed uranium, or plutonium as it would to just22

dig it out of the ground, and enrich it.  Or23

alternatively sometimes, and this could touch on a lot24

of different things.25
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Perhaps the idea that the monitoring is1

not what we would like for it to be, or the safeguards2

for material accountancy, and that's exactly what3

CURIE aims to address, is the idea that we need to4

develop technologies that are attentive to the cost,5

the end cost drivers.  That was not something that we6

did when we developed the Purex process many moons7

ago.8

And additionally with that, there is9

sometimes a paradox, or the idea that improving the10

materials accountancy capabilities at your facility11

will actually just end up adding to your overall cost.12

And as a consequence of that, there's a significant13

disincentivation, or idea to deincentivize that.  And14

so, what we're actually hoping to do is change that15

paradigm.16

Because you could actually make the17

argument that monitoring would actually improve your18

operational costs significantly.  And so that's the19

moonshot. 20

CHAIR REMPE:  So, how much, or how do you21

define advanced?  I assumed when you started this, and22

my knowledge of ARPA, that you probably couldn't do23

anything to help the operating fleet.  But on the24

other hand, the digital twins program does, it has the25
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potential, and could help the operating fleet, and1

here you are talking about used nuclear fuel2

reprocessing.3

Are you going to only limit it to non-4

LWRs, or can we do something to help the operating5

fleet?  Because a lot of the advancements could be6

used for the operating fleet.7

MS. SHAFER:  Yeah, absolutely.  So, with8

respect to that, we are happy to double dip, if that9

happens to so be the case.  But with respect to how10

things were originally conceived under the currently11

actively funded programs, we funded advanced reactor12

companies.  So, that was -- if the technology happens13

to be positioned in such a way that you could pivot,14

or use it for the LWR fleet, or the current fleet, we15

wouldn't prevent companies from doing that in any way.16

It's just sort of the focus of the program17

was designed to do that.18

CHAIR REMPE:  So, this, the CURIE program19

is going to only help used nuclear fuel for non-LWR --20

MS. SHAFER:  Okay, I was wondering if21

that's what you were getting at, and then you said22

sensors, and I thought it might have jumped to GEMINA.23

So, with respect to reprocessing, and the CURIE24

program, we are looking at trying to address fueling25
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for the advanced reactor fleet, because that is --1

CHAIR REMPE:  Reprocessing in a higher --2

MS. SHAFER:  Right, but if it actually --3

it could certainly also be enabling for the light4

water fleet, and it wouldn't --5

CHAIR REMPE:  But you can't come in, and6

just say this is only for the operating fleet, and7

maybe it'll help something new.  We don't know yet, is8

that -- 9

MS. SHAFER:  Well, I think one of the10

biggest things is that there are supply chain11

challenges with the advanced reactor fleet with12

respect to HALEU, is the biggest gap right now, and13

there is a supply chain that exists for fueling the14

current fleet.15

CHAIR REMPE:  But then I'm going back --16

I'm dancing back, and forth, I can see something help17

the operating fleet with some advanced sensors to help18

the digital twins for example, and they can't come in,19

and say we want to do this for the digital twins for20

the operating fleet, they're going to have to have an21

advanced application too.22

MS. SHAFER:  And I guess where I think I'm23

getting confused is we're kind of bouncing back, and24

forth between the reprocessing --25
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CHAIR REMPE:  I'm bouncing back, and1

forth, and I'm using the reprocessing to hone in on my2

argument.3

MS. SHAFER:  Okay.4

CHAIR REMPE:  And I get your link, well5

it's for HALEUs, why you're saying that can be done. 6

But you can't -- I imagine my first question, they7

can't come in, and say I have an idea for a new sensor8

I'd like to have funded for digital twins for the9

operating fleet only, it --10

MS. SHAFER:  Well, at the time, so the11

projects are already funded.  At the time, the way12

that it was designed, because we anticipated that we13

would be able to -- our money would actually go14

substantially farther as far as investment, and15

impact, because when it came to the light water fleet,16

the currently deployed fleet, the idea was is those17

designs are set.18

And you wouldn't necessarily substantially19

change what you built, because you had digital twin20

enabling technology.  There's the possibility that if21

these technologies are available, and developed for22

the advanced reactor fleet, that that would be more23

disruptive.24

CHAIR REMPE:  I get it, just looking25
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around, seeing what you've done.  Thanks.1

MS. SHAFER:  Yeah, that's good, thank you.2

So, we've spent a lot of time talking about, and3

defining digital twins, so I suppose I could take an4

attempt at this.  So, if we can click through several5

of these.  So, basically you have your mapping of your6

physical asset models on a digital platform, where a7

virtual digital replica is created.  So, there's8

basically three basic building blocks with respect to9

this.10

And I think based on the conversation that11

I was hearing earlier, I think there are probably12

plenty of people that if you talked to, what is a13

digital twin, and you said okay, well on some level14

you could make the argument that's just a super15

simulator, as far as you've got a rock, and then16

you've got many of these sorts of things that on some17

level that potentially wouldn't be wrong.18

But also it seems to be it's not only the19

nuclear industry that's talking about it, it's broader20

industry.  So, it seems to be that there's been this21

coalescence around this term, and inertia has fallen.22

So, at any rate it consists of three basic building23

blocks.  3D model, simulators, and then also your24

product life cycle management, PLM platform to25
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centralize, organize, and manage your data.1

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You are missing the2

next bullet that is going to show up now.3

MS. SHAFER:  I'm missing the next bullet4

that is going to show now?  So, click.5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You are missing the6

monitoring. I think of all the four basic building7

blocks, monitoring is the number one.8

MS. SHAFER:  I agree, I would agree.  And9

so actually yeah, and it actually did end up being10

this, as the idea of being able to do your continuous11

updates, and real time data analysis to model your12

actual physical --13

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  So, the key is having14

proper monitoring, having lots of sensor, good15

sensors, dependable sensors, viable sensors, and16

Charlie wants to say something about his experience.17

MEMBER BROWN:  My experience is with the18

check engine sensor.  The check engine light comes on,19

and if I ignore it long enough, will it go off, or the20

seatbelt monitoring system on the passenger side comes21

on, but it stays on all the time, do I put nobody over22

there?  I take it in to get it looked at for the check23

engine light, 2000 dollars later the light's still on.24

And not me, but actually a family member had that.25
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That's why whenever I get my check engine1

-- and actually I'm always curious, I hear the2

enthusiasm, I was going to say cheerleading, but I3

decided not to say cheerleading, and I was going to4

use the word enthusiasm, which I don't disagree with5

in many circumstances.  But I hope you all, and I6

would apply this to EPRI as well, as well as to the7

NRC research group.8

You better have some resident skeptics9

that are part of the team who look at this stuff, and10

say I don't believe a thing you're saying, and if you11

don't have those you're going to run into problems. 12

If you want to hire me I'll just -- I'm just kidding,13

I'm too old to get another job, okay?14

MS. SHAFER:  That's very well taken.  And15

it's actually one of the things that I think ARPA-E is16

really trying to bring to this now that okay, we've17

got the money in place, the performers are executing,18

it's really trying to look further down the pike than19

the performers are.  In the sense that right now, and20

I would be doing the same thing if I was them too.21

Just how do I get this thing to work?  How22

do I get baseline competence in it?  All these sorts23

of things.  What we're trying to do, and actually24

we're hoping to develop a couple of different papers25
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on it, not to say the papers will solve this issue1

explicitly, but really trying to develop the language,2

the discussion, the framework by which you can develop3

things like trustworthiness.4

Validation, verification, resiliency, and5

really how you talk about them in a way that's just6

not flowery.7

MEMBER BROWN:  I want to give you one8

example.  I was in the Naval Nuclear Program for 359

years, from 65' to the end of 99'.  I was the director10

of the I&C Division for 22 years.  Microprocessors11

were just coming into play in 1978, and 79', and the12

fastest microprocessor was a Z80 Zilog 2.3, or 2.513

megahertz with no onboard memory other than a BIOS,14

and how do you deal with that?15

You had to make a decision to go, and buy16

some new equipment, and did we stay with the17

integrated circuit, analog integrated circuit designs,18

or did we take that step?  We had no software design19

standards, we had no hardware design standards, no20

information at all, and we said hey we'll take our21

analog specs, give it to the vendors, and say build it22

out of microprocessors, the Z80s, okay?23

And I gave the directions, there were 2924

instruments in this panoply of instruments, we had the25
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systems we had, and I said put a microprocessor in1

every instrument, and they all came back, and said no,2

we only need four.  We can integrate this, and have an3

executive that manages, and moves all this stuff4

around, it'll be beautiful.  And I just -- took me 305

seconds to say no.6

My point being is you build it in building7

blocks.  We did that, and then soon after that there8

was a new project that came on.  Now we went from9

having a distributed 29 sets of stuff that couldn't10

all fail at once, where you consolidated, and11

integrate, which is what you want to do, and it's the12

enthusiasm factor has to be tamped down is all I'm13

saying.14

You don't want to go through the whole15

shooting match in one step.  We didn't even know how16

to use microprocessors to measure source range nuclear17

instrumentation at one count per second.  Everybody18

said it's going to be easy.  Software filters will19

work great, it turns out that was wrong.  Intermediate20

range, that was wrong.  Noise affected them21

differently, still had to have analog filters in22

addition to software. 23

The whole thing was going to fall apart,24

if we hadn't integrated, if we hadn't done it25
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piecemeal, we would have been in deep doo doo is all1

I'm saying.  My only point being is I have no problem2

with this, it's just that I'm always worried that the3

enthusiasm is so robust that we don't stop to think4

how do we put this in place a piece at a time, so we5

can see how we can then integrate it properly.  That's6

the only point of my story.7

MS. SHAFER:  And I think it's well8

received, one example of this at our vision annual9

meeting, we had a speaker from GE research come, and10

talk to us broadly about their digital portfolio, and11

GE's been doing things with digital twins in a variety12

of different sectors, much more than the nuclear13

industry has.  And obviously GE has a nuclear arm, but14

just talking about in other industries.15

And one of the things that struck me, and16

honestly my jaw kind of dropped to the floor was we17

specifically asked GE to come talk about this, was18

with respect to VVUQ, but basically verification19

validation, and making sure that we can start wrapping20

our heads around this, as far as what this actually21

looks like.  And for what I could tell in the22

presentation, you had the one module that was doing23

the work.24

That was what you thought this is my25
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digital twin, it seemed to me that you had about ten1

other modules that were designed to basically2

validate, and cross check against different things. 3

And so I go through all of that to say that I4

completely agree with you, that this is going to be --5

you have to build this in a piecewise fashion.  I6

think your architecture would crumble if you tried to7

do it basically --8

MEMBER BROWN:  The thing is you want to9

apply some of it in a piecewise so you can learn from10

that experience.11

MS. SHAFER:  Right, and I don't think12

they've started off necessarily thinking that GE is13

like we're going to have so many of these modules, I14

think it was kind of an experience.  They realized15

that this is what's needed to really do this.16

CHAIR REMPE:  I want to just ask members17

to make their comments as concise as possible, because18

we're going to be here --19

MEMBER BROWN:  I was concise.20

CHAIR REMPE:  Well, not exactly, but21

anyway, please, in the future, let's try, and do that,22

because we have another speaker after this please. 23

Okay.24

MEMBER HALNON:  So, I just have one thing25
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I want to say.  It sounds all very complicated to me,1

and that's maybe because we're trying to build2

something, and we don't know what we're going to do3

with it.  I think it could bring this to fruition a4

lot faster if you just pick one of the areas, and say5

we want to apply this, and then work to that end goal.6

Then you could break it up by doing that, you would7

essentially do what Charlie's saying.8

Instead of this -- we're building this9

huge digital twin, but we don't know really what we10

want to do.  It has all this potential, but we're just11

going to keep building, and building, and building.12

MS. SHAFER:  Well, and in that model, I13

think kind of what you're saying is it makes the14

assumption that each nuclear reactor vendor won't have15

their own digital twin, or its own digital twin16

capabilities.  And so to me, the limitation of that is17

at least the way -- and I do actually have a couple of18

project slides that might help kind of walk us through19

what people are starting to do.20

That it's kind of the advanced reactor21

companies have the best sense of what they think might22

be most enabling, and that way we're kind of23

empowering them to down select, and say okay, this is24

where we want to emphasize digital twin development25
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for what we're developing.1

MEMBER BROWN:  It started on a smaller --2

Matt says it more eloquently.  In piecemeal, I really3

meant smaller scales.  If you try the large scale4

immediately, and don't do anything with it, you really5

need to do something with it, and say this is what I6

got out of it, now how can I take the next step?  And7

that's what I've had to --8

CHAIR REMPE:  Again, I'm going to ask9

members just to hold their comments, and let the10

speaker get through, and at the end of her11

presentation, if there's still a pressing need to12

speak, we'll do it, okay?13

MEMBER BROWN:  I'll lose my thoughts, I've14

been --15

CHAIR REMPE:  That's too bad, write a note16

down.  Okay, sorry, go ahead.17

MS. SHAFER:  No, no, you're okay.  And I18

guess I ended up taking the slide out.  But one of the19

-- you can look at kind of the entire spectrum of I&C20

controls from the idea okay, it's just a red light21

that flashes that's relatively crude, and the signal22

that it's recovering to full automated control, and23

you can kind of think on that spectrum.  On one hand24

that's a one, and then the full automated control is25
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a ten. 1

I think if we looked at what the advanced2

reactor companies are currently developing right now3

on that spectrum, you're looking at maybe something4

like a two, or a three.  So, to kind of help put some5

context as far as what's being developed.  You think6

no?7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I think no.8

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, let's let her finish.9

MS. SHAFER:  I maybe I --10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  She made a statement11

that I considered to be in error.  They're driving to12

have at least one operator for every five plants.  And13

some of them want to have zero operators.  Maybe one14

guy in Chicago controlling 12. 15

MS. SHAFER:  I was commenting on what's16

happening today, and what's currently being developed17

today.18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  That's what they're19

trying to design for.20

MS. SHAFER:  Well, down the line, but what21

the current state of the art is right now is basically22

driving towards.23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Right now we have24

three operators per plant.  That's not what they're25
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designing for.1

MEMBER BROWN:  You can't name one.2

MS. SHAFER:  We can't name.  All right,3

next slide.  So, where are digital twins applied4

currently?  So, basically they're broadly applied in5

many industries, everything from oil, and gas, wind,6

hydro, aviation, et cetera, so next.  So nominally,7

the GEMINA CID, and I'll cruise through this quickly,8

is that -- if we could go through a few clicks on9

this.10

Nuclear is nominally used to being leaders11

in asset management performance, and courtesy of those12

we have actually achieved incredible capacity factors13

for the up time fraction.  And this really happened on14

a very slow learning curve.  And really for advanced15

reactors, if they're going to be economic, and viable,16

we need to think about how they are going to leap17

frog.18

And so this was basically perceived as the19

opportunities to disrupt.  So, next several clicks20

there.  So, we know that there are lots of industries21

really working in this space, and they're basically22

looking at a variety of different aspects with this.23

So, we're hoping to answer the question specific to24

nuclear in this, and basically prove out ideas in our25
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systems with our software, and also aid in code1

validation here.2

So, next step.  And we probably don't need3

to prose, but Raj actually hit on this pretty well4

with respect to the range of benefits.  So, we can5

click through this as well kind of.  And I'll actually6

just kind of say broadly, what we were thinking that7

this could functionally enable is basically rapid8

design iterations, and future optimization, remote9

operations for future autonomous power plants, future10

fleet management, as well as performance improvements.11

And so this is the moonshot relative to12

kind of where things are now.  Next click.  So, the13

specific goals of the GEMINA program, so basically14

with respect to looking at ARPA-E is very, very metric15

focused, and so we like to set very hard metrics for16

what we're actually driving towards, and what we think17

would actually be industry enabling.18

The goal was to develop tools, and cost19

basis for advanced reactors to achieve fixed O&M cost20

of basically two dollars per megawatt hour without21

shifting costs to other parts of the LCOE.  And so22

awardee teams are actually developing more of the most23

promising AR designs, so basically looking at digital24

twins for advanced reactor systems, relevant cyber25
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physical systems, approaches for advanced reactors,1

and then also cost models, and design updates.2

And so really the driver here, in case I3

didn't say it is, is really we were looking at the4

primary competition there, which is a combined cycle5

natural gas plant.  And so basically that's where our6

target is.  We'll go ahead, and let James into the7

lobby, so next slide.  So, here are the actual teams8

themselves, so you can see that we have everybody from9

GE, Holtec, Kairos, Framatome, X-Energy, and let's see10

who else is on here.11

Another Kairos, Nettle is a sensors12

project, EPRI interfacing with the operation, and13

maintenance O&M data, and then when it comes to14

autonomous maintenance, a robotics project looking at15

Southern Research.  And so now I'll actually speak to16

two of the projects that we think are actually17

probably worthy of discussion today.  So, next bit,18

next bit.19

So, basically X-Energy, and GE Hitachi. 20

So, really what X-Energy is thinking about when it21

comes to this, is they are looking at advanced22

operation, and maintenance techniques implemented on23

the XE-100 plant digital twin to reduce fixed24

operation, and maintenance costs.  And I would say25
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that this is probably the most developed digital1

effort within the portfolio.2

And so the main goal is to target cost3

reductions via maintenance, security, and operating4

staff reduction.  So, they are looking at reducing5

staff based on the ability for the digital twin to6

actually execute, and do what it needs to do.  Really7

targeting digital representations of the plant for8

physical security, and so you can see basically on9

several things here we've got stuff --10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Sorry, you need to11

talk into the microphone, or they won't hear you.12

MS. SHAFER:  Otherwise they won't hear me,13

yes, sorry.  So, basically you can see they've been14

working on their staff reduction philosophy report15

with regards to security, maintenance, and operations,16

and have also been submitting topical papers, or white17

papers to the NRC to basically raise awareness for18

discussion of these variety of efforts ultimately19

trying to drive this down to two dollars per megawatt20

hour.21

So, next step.  So, basically the first22

XE-100 plant would actually have 40000 sensors to23

integrate with the digital twin, is basically the goal24

in the development of this.  And the digital25
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development will use multiple software packages, and1

as far as the number of twins, or modules that are2

necessary for this, I think we're just kind of in the3

early stages of figuring out what that exactly looks4

like.5

And so you can be thinking about Hexagon6

SmartPlant 3D to basically support your 3D model of7

development.  Your SimGenics 3D pack, which is your8

simulator.  Flownex, which is your fluid modeling,9

which is also ISO, and QA1 accredited, and then also10

working on your security risk assessment, which is11

basically potentially reducing the need for gate12

guards, access control personnel, and security via13

full patrols.  So, basically --14

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Joy is going to hate15

me, but can you give us a short example of those 4000016

sensors?17

MS. SHAFER:  What's that?18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Some example of those19

40000 sensors.20

CHAIR REMPE:  Let's wait until the end of21

the presentation, okay?  We have a couple of questions22

about the others too, but let's just wait until --23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  This is a ludicrous24

number.25
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CHAIR REMPE:  Let's just wait -- come on,1

two more slides, and then I'll open it up, we'll have2

some real fun.3

MS. SHAFER:  Right, sounds good.  Next4

slide.  And so another basis for this, so this is5

actually a partnership between MIT, and GE, and6

basically what they're doing here is looking at the7

development of a high fidelity digital twin for the8

BWRX-300 critical system.  So, basically considering9

advanced demonstration of high fidelity simulation10

based maintenance approaches, and model based fault11

system detection techniques.12

Really the goal with this is to try, and13

model, do your CFD modeling with sufficient resolution14

that you can understand where basically your15

mechanical, and thermal fatigue breaks might be16

slipping into your system, and also basically what17

might be driving failure modes within your BWRX-30018

basically to help in your predictive operations, and19

maintenance costs.  And so --20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  And I thought you21

said there was two slides after?22

CHAIR REMPE:  Yes, we'll get there, no23

need to interrupt her.24

MS. SHAFER:  And so basically the goal of25
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the stuff developed is a platform that could1

potentially be extendable to all advanced reactors2

where a fluid flowing is present.  So, this is a3

research, and development project, but basically the4

idea that you are modeling with such high resolution5

that you could translate this basically to other6

reactors.7

Next slide, sorry.  So, in conclusion,8

nuclear industry has demonstrated interest in moving9

towards digital twin technologies.  We understand that10

developing a regulatory framework, and pathway to11

deployment of these technologies would be enabling --12

this is, we think the time to consider what regulatory13

mechanisms, and broader thoughts are necessary to14

support these technologies.15

And as I alluded to earlier, we're16

basically coordinating with EPRI, NEI, and the IAEA in17

the development of a digital twin standard.18

CHAIR REMPE:  Thank you.  And I'm sorry to19

be such a mean person, but we might be here until 8:0020

o'clock tonight if I weren't.21

MS. SHAFER:  I don't think you need to22

apologize to us.23

CHAIR REMPE:  Each member has, because we24

have another presenter, and I want to try to be25
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mindful of the time, but each member can have one1

question now, and then at the end of the whole thing2

we can ask questions again.  So --3

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay, I'll withdraw4

my question on the 40000 sensors.  But I'm going to5

talk a bit on the BWRX steam dryers in the previous6

two.  We've replaced a lot of those, the reason is7

they fail.  And you know the reason they fail is8

because when they designed them, the model wasn't good9

enough to see the vibrations, simple little10

vibrations, and little effects that happen in there.11

MS. SHAFER:  Sure.12

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  So, if you have a13

good enough model to do predictive maintenance, you14

will apply when you're designing it, and make a good15

one, and then you don't have to follow it afterwards. 16

So, with the digital twin, I mean what you have is a17

good design tool.  Okay, just sounds good, it's a good18

name, catchy name, and as long as DOE keeps putting19

money into it, you'll have a lot of partners.20

MS. SHAFER:  Well, and I think to the21

discussion that we were having broadly earlier, yes,22

I think that that one would classically fall under the23

idea of more of a simulator than necessarily a --24

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You need a design25
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tool, but you don't have any confidence on it, and1

what you do -- you actually -- in the real life, when2

you replace dryers, you put instrumentation in, a3

verified model. And this is called sacrificial4

instrumentation, because the environment is so harsh5

that they die in two, or three weeks.  So, okay,6

anyway, sounds good, sounds really good.7

MS. SHAFER:  Well, I mean but having said8

that, I think your comments kind of suggest that9

because there are limitations to these technologies as10

we orient ourselves to them that they are not worthy11

of development, or consideration.  And that by not12

looking at them, I mean you lose the opportunity to13

learn, and there's an opportunity cost in not14

developing them.15

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay --16

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  A bit of problem with17

40000 sensors, because you have to --18

CHAIR REMPE:  The question about the19

40000, okay, any other member have a question?20

MEMBER HALNON:  Just a quick comment.  If21

we weren't willing to accept advancement in digital22

technology, we'd still be using slide rules.23

CHAIR REMPE:  Any other members have a24

question, or comment?25
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VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  I have a comment.1

CHAIR REMPE:  Yes.2

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  I think the example3

you just shared is a good one, with the dryers.  Not4

withstanding, maybe if they can design in a bigger5

life time, but it goes back to Matt's point, that it's6

something you can swallow.  40000 sensors, I'm not so7

sure.  But what you need to do for say something like8

O&M predictions for components, and you're not in the9

real critical part of the plant so to speak, you10

wouldn't want to start with the reactor protection11

system at least.12

MS. SHAFER:  Completely agree with that,13

yeah.  And with respect to the 40000 sensors, this is14

a number that I am -- this is X-Energy's suggestion of15

what they want to push forward.  Much like Raj was --16

I'm neither defending, or -- but this is what they're17

anticipating what they're trying to build.18

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  There will be a cost19

trade off.20

MS. SHAFER:  Right, and these are things21

that I think -- right.  And that's one of the things22

about an ARPA-E actively managed project, is you23

deliberately design for the moonshot.  And then24

probably along the way you realize maybe that wasn't25
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-- maybe you weren't getting there, but that's sort of1

the mentality.2

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Hopefully they're3

WiFi, because there is not enough copper wire in the4

free world.5

CHAIR REMPE:  Well, in the proposal that6

you reviewed that accepted, did they compare that with7

how many sensors are in an operating plant?  Did they8

say this is a factor of 10, or 100 increase?9

MS. SHAFER:  I don't recall the explicit10

piece of that.  I mean yeah, it would be --11

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Compare that with the12

number of pebbles that are in the reactor.13

MEMBER PETTI:  It's ten times less, rough14

number.15

CHAIR REMPE:  But anyway, does any member16

have any other questions?17

MEMBER PETTI:  I had an organizational18

question.19

CHAIR REMPE:  Sure.20

MEMBER PETTI:  So, those projects run to21

completion.  And do you guys have a call then?  I mean22

will it be a different topic, or will you come back to23

a follow on to this, or?24

MS. SHAFER:  Right, so basically how that25
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sets up is kind of as I was saying earlier.  ARPA-E1

comes in, program director executes a program, and2

then really program directors are term limited.  So,3

they roll off every three, to five years depending on4

what's happening there.  And so it's really at the5

behest of the next program director to figure out is6

there another opportunity that say ARPA-E puts tens of7

millions of dollars in the effort that this would8

substantially move things forward.9

And I don't want to speak for future10

program directors, but it's probably the sort of thing11

that there are other areas that they might view as are12

the noodle members. 13

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, so with that -- one14

question from Charlie.15

MEMBER BROWN:  I just wanted to emphasize16

Matt's point, and the earlier point that when I first17

got to the program in 65', my first project after18

coming back from Edison, my engineering class, nuclear19

classes, was a new class of cruisers.  And it was a20

hybrid magnetic amplifier transistorized setup for21

reactor protection, and instrumentation systems.  So,22

we went from mag amps only, and vacuum tubes earlier23

than that.24

To transistorized, which was being25
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introduced into the fleet piece by piece, and1

learning, and then integrated circuits in the Nimitz2

Class carriers, and then onto the microprocessors as3

they came in.  My point being is that we don't -- the4

moonshot is nice, but you ought to look at how to I5

climb the first peak before I want to leap onto the6

moon.7

And you'll get confidence, and get other8

people's confidence in the application of these9

without having to have an entire program that covers10

the entire branch of everything that's possibly11

conceivable.  And that's my only point.  And I think12

Matt's point is we'd still be using slide rules, and13

mechanical calculators, which I remember fondly. 14

That's how old I am.15

So, the point being is for these programs16

to succeed, I think you need to do some early stuff,17

demonstrate that it works, and then expand it. 18

Demonstrate, expand it, demonstrate.  And all I've19

ever seen is the constant study to get to the end --20

to this ginormous program.  That's just a suggestion,21

that's all.  Now I will be quiet.22

CHAIR REMPE:  I'm going to hold you to23

that.24

MEMBER HALNON:  It seems the successes in25
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some of those other industries that are not nuclear1

could be leveraged in this long term.2

MS. SHAFER:  Right, and to be fair there's3

a granularity in the conversations that we have with4

the performers, that you can understand why we aren't5

talking about that here in a public forum as far as6

the level, and things of that nature.  But I mean on7

some level though, ARPA-E, and what it on some level,8

it is to be an agency that gives people pause, and9

makes people wonder, perhaps laughably sometimes.10

40000 sensors, I mean that's exactly what11

our job is to be on some level, is to kind of present12

this, and make people think about it.  And serve that13

role for the agency.  And so if I gave a laugh here,14

and there today, I think it's good.15

CHAIR REMPE:  Thank you very much, and I16

appreciate your patience in answering this.17

MS. SHAFER:  You guys are way better than18

a general chemistry class.19

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay, if that's a20

compliment, I'm not sure.  Please go forward.21

MR. CHARKAS:  Okay, thank you for the22

opportunity, my name is Hasan Charkas, I'm a principle23

technical leader for the Advanced Nuclear Technology24

Program at EPRI.  I lead the engineering, and25
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construction innovation, and I'm also the nuclear1

sector digital twin lead looking at the digital twin2

research.  So, today I'll be sharing a portion of what3

we're doing on digital twins, and all the points that4

were raised were really interesting.5

And as an objective organization, we truly6

have some questions about the technology, and we're7

looking at it how we can leverage it to our own8

advantage if we are going to go this route.  So, next9

slide.  I guess by now the definition is kind of very10

clear.  I want to also emphasize the importance of the11

elements of digital twins.  So, digital twin, as a12

technology, I agree, it's not new.13

It has been for some time, but just the14

matter of the advancement in simulation, the15

advancement in monitoring systems, the advancement in16

data repositories, and data analytics, machine17

learning, artificial intelligence brought in this18

technology back forward.  And the industry, looking19

for new ways to make operating nuclear power plants20

more efficient, I'm looking for more ways to make21

nuclear power plants construction more efficient, and22

cost effective.23

So, the digital twin technology offers24

some of those opportunities, and make them actually25
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potentially possible.  So, the definition is very1

clear here, is that it's a communication between a2

physical asset, and a digital copy of this asset, or3

replica.  But we're always -- what I've been hearing4

mostly focused on physics based, and data driven,5

which is great.6

But also remember there's a digital twin7

of a process.  For instance in construction, if you8

have a non-conformance that has been identified due to9

a construction defect, today's world, we're using a10

very slow process to address this, to have an11

engineering disposition of the finding.  If you have12

a single source of truth that all the designers, the13

construction, as well as the users, and the14

dispositioners of the findings all see at the same15

time the time saving is amazing.16

One day of construction delay roughly is17

about 1 million dollars, and we cannot afford that. 18

So, digital transformation, and digital twinning could19

also help us from a process perspective, as well as20

physics based, and data driven models.  So, and also21

the digital threat, which I heard about start small,22

and scale up, 100 percent agreement.  The digital23

thread actually allows us to connect the small scale24

systems of digital twins to a bigger scale.25
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And then as you go up, you increase that1

confidence in the use of the technology.  Next slide.2

Big question, digital twin versus simulations.  I've3

done a lot of simulations in my career, I've also done4

semi digital twins, so the difference in my opinion is5

the link, the monitoring between the digital asset,6

the digital copy, and the physical asset.  But the7

term digital twin, for it to be a true twin, it's8

something that we want to strive to achieve.9

You start with a model that is not10

necessarily 100 percent representing the physics base11

of it.  You have assumptions, any models will have12

assumptions, and maybe empirical monitoring.  So, you13

start with this, but then it's an iterative process to14

get you to the true twin.  And that's why if you have15

this concept in mind -- okay, the twin status is16

something that you need to strive to.17

And it's an iterative process by getting18

this information coming from the field, from physical19

asset to improve your twin.  And it grows together,20

for it to be called twin, and they talk to each other,21

so they learn from each other for it to be called22

twin.  Simulation on the other hand is a way for you23

to say this is my best estimate that my model will24

predict X.25
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A simulation is a way to tell you what1

could happen.  A digital twin is a way to tell you2

what is happening.  This is the difference between3

simulation, and digital twin.  Next slide.  So,4

obviously as an objective organization, we've got5

questions that we would like to answer for the6

industry.  What digital twin application can be7

deployed in the near future?8

How can it be impacting the nuclear power9

plant life cycle?  And what are the gaps to enable10

successful utilization of digital twins?  So, we've11

launched multiple projects, and various departments12

within the sector to look at the benefits of digital13

twins, and how we can leverage.  And we're also part14

of the NRIC demonstration where we're actually15

building a digital twin for a small scale reactor16

building for BWRX-300.17

So, we're in the process of developing a18

digital twin for that demonstration project.  Next19

slide.20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  The full X-300?21

MR. CHARKAS:  No, just the construction22

piece of it.  So, there are two, not the entire --23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Real fast, or she'll24

complain to me, hurry up, don't get the detail, high25
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level.1

MR. CHARKAS:  High level, no, it's not the2

entire plant, because there are two technologies that3

are going to be used in the construction, and we're4

trying to look at how can digital twin use to monitor5

some of those construction activities to give you6

confidence what you've actually modeled in the model7

is in fact accurate, or a good prediction.  So, it's8

not the entire plant, it's not the system, it's not9

the equipment, it's just the construction activities10

that are limited to two applications.11

Okay, so this project that I'm leading12

will actually get done this year.  We want to13

understand the value, what is the value of digital14

twin?  There is a lot of articles, a lot of YouTube15

videos about the potential use of the digital twin in16

design optimization, health monitoring, configuration17

management, and informed decisions.  We want to18

understand the benefits, and the challenges, and what19

are the potential use cases.20

And then start a seed for a framework of21

how we can create a digital twin.  What are the22

process, what are the thoughts that you need to do? 23

And I'm finding there is a lot of planning that needs24

to be put in place.  It's easier said than done. 25
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There's a lot of planning that you have to put in1

place, and there's a lot of communication, silos need2

to go down, because if you don't have data sharing,3

you're not going to have a true digital twin but for4

a single piece, or two.5

And then the last piece is the estimate6

cost.  So, my utility members obviously interested in7

can I use it, what kind of investment do I need to put8

in place for me to implement digital twin technology?9

Next slide.  So, the answer is the sky is the limit in10

terms of applications.  You can do a digital twin of11

everything, like smart cities, or you can do smart12

chemistry, predictive maintenance, condition based13

maintenance.14

The big question comes into, what we are15

finding is, is the technology ready, do you have the16

right sensors, do you have the right sensors, do you17

have the -- is it actually cost benefit.  Does it make18

sense to launch a digital twin for a system, or for19

equipment, because it's a lot of investment up front.20

And then the scalability, and the applicability, those21

are the four big stuff that you need to evaluate as22

you are going through the digital twin thought process23

for you to launch it.24

And the functions of the digital twin on25
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the left hand side of the figure there tells you about1

some of those functions in there.  It reacts, it2

alerts, this is big in construction.  The minute you3

find the defect, everyone will be aware -- the4

architect, the engineers, the designers, the5

constructor, the supply chain.  This really will have6

a great benefit, but the big question is the cost, the7

technology readiness, and applicability someone has to8

look into that. 9

So, we've identified about 29 use cases10

that are potentially -- can be launched for the11

nuclear industry, and we're also providing -- if you12

go to the next slide.  We're also providing some sort13

of a process of a flow chart.  Because I get a lot of14

questions saying okay, well it's cool, it's great15

technology, how can I start this process, how can I16

build a digital twin?17

What are the critical steps for me?  So,18

there are seven stages in what we're trying to say19

here.  Starts from gathering requirements, all the way20

to scaling up the digital twin, and in between there21

is an implementation of digital twin, and the big word22

here is monitoring an iterative process.  So, as I23

said, it's a status that you need to get into.  You24

start with certain requirements, and then those25
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assumptions, or uncertainties get reduced with time,1

because we do iterative.2

So, I'll go through some of the processes3

that we're trying to suggest here in the following two4

slides.  So, if you go to the second slide, the5

following slide, sorry.  Yeah, so let's look at the6

first couple of those boxes, number one is gathering7

requirements, and under this box, in our document, we8

will have several other steps that you need to9

consider.10

But the big one here is requirements.  You11

have to have a common understanding about the digital12

twin.  What is the goal that you're trying to get? 13

How much fidelity do you want to get from this digital14

twin?  What is the level of confidence that you want15

to rely on this digital twin?  So, this is important.16

17

And then, when you have the basis of18

design, meaning, what's the technology that you'll be19

using, the project charter, the use case definition of20

what you're trying to achieve is to put together a21

scope of the digital twin which involves putting22

together a digital twin strategy.23

It has to be, from day one of the project,24

between, there is a digital twin integrator role that25
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now, it's the new thing now, it's going to be -- if we1

are going to implement this, the technology -- there2

is a need for a digital twin integrator who would3

actually sit down with the owner and understand and4

explain, here's the strategy, and then the owner would5

actually tell the contractors, I need you to work6

together for me to have a true digital twin of the7

stuff that I'm trying to achieve.8

And Raj did mention about building9

industry, he's absolutely spot on, building industries10

have been using a version of digital twin for, you11

know, Building Information Model, BIM, where you can12

click on each of those structural elements and13

understand the attributes.14

But now people actually even put it in15

another level, you can link it to a Finite Elements16

Analysis model where you can modify the BIM model,17

send it to the FEA model, calculate the stresses and18

strength and inform your design decisions.19

So when you have the strategy, now you're20

ready to do the procurement of resources.  You need to21

have also -- the future nuclear industry might need to22

have different skill sets, like, data analytics23

digital twin system engineers.24

So you start purchasing the software, the25
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vendor contracts, putting together the deliverables,1

now, the implementation of the digital twin, now you2

start implementing it.3

And there is sometime a needs to have a4

pre-requisite digital twin for, if you start small and5

you want to scale up, or you start with a design6

digital twin which is your first SolidWorks model, or7

3D model, that is still static but then it will come8

back alive when it gets the information and data from9

the field, and start now to being a twin for the10

process.  So, next slide.11

The implementation of digital twin, you12

see there is an arrow there because it's an iterative13

process, you have the digital twin platform, there are14

commercially available platforms that are available in15

the industry, you need to have a virtual model, you16

have to have a simulation model, and then you can17

connect now the digital twin to the physical asset,18

now we start becoming alive and true twin of this19

process.20

And you see there's a small box there21

called 1.0, digital twin 1.0, that's your first22

digital twin and as you keep the monitoring going on,23

and operations still ongoing, it learns and becomes24

N.0.25
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And then, when you're ready and you have1

more confidence and you have an agreement on the level2

of the use of digital twin with the owner, we have3

reached to the level of agreement or a level of4

confidence that this is a true twin, so now we can5

scale it up and make it used for the application, and6

that's what we call X.0, digital twin.7

So, in a high level, it's an iterative8

process, it's never done by first shot, and the big9

one it will be also be part of this process of digital10

twin is maintaining the digital twin.  So you're not11

done after you've building it, it's a lifestyle12

process.  When you sign up to having digital twin,13

it's a lifestyle process where you have to keep the14

twin together being a true twin.15

Otherwise if one of the twins actually16

fall behind it's not a digital twin anymore, so that's17

what -- want to emphasize that maintaining a digital18

twin is a big thing that has to be factored into cost19

benefit.  Next slide.20

So best practices, Raj mentioned we're21

putting together this document of best practices, it22

is important to organize process, has to be an23

organized process and sometimes you miss the boat, so24

you have to really plan it ahead of time so you'll be25
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ready.1

Establishing goals and metrics, and2

that's, to answer the uncertainty question about3

fidelity of the modeling, the metrics has to be --and4

then inputs and outputs, what am I getting in and5

output from the digital twin.6

Early in the design process you have7

higher chance to be successful, design flexible8

digital twin to accommodate future changes, this goes9

back to the maintaining it and making it current.  And10

then, obviously you have to plan it ahead of time and11

we want to minimize those chances of changes by being12

very much detailed by having this meeting with the13

owner, with the contractor, and understanding a common14

metric that is approved amongst all the stakeholders. 15

Next slide.16

Near term use cases, I've heard about, you17

know, start small and then scale up, 100 percent18

agree.  Because the executives who are taking the19

decisions of investing on digital twins, they need to20

see the return on value.21

They want to see the business case, they22

want to understand the -- they want to de-risk and23

have confidence of the technology, so it's advisable24

to start small, demonstrate, learn, adjust, go to the25
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next level, to minimize risk.1

And then development can -- I mean, for2

now -- automation will be the next level but for now3

it needs to be a tool that's going to be an assistant4

to the decision making.5

I've heard about operating -- Mr. Ronald,6

100 percent agree, O&M will have huge cost reductions7

because this is the most benefit than other life8

cycle, because there's a high potential that we can9

reduce a lot of cost there.10

And then standardized solutions, let's11

leverage what's available out there, and could12

minimize the efforts and risk.  There are some13

platforms that are already there that we can use, and14

start small and scale up.  So, next slide.15

All right, so the research needs, I16

couldn't be in a research institute without pointing17

out the research needs, right, so we want to be18

readiness -- readiness of enabling technologies.19

Every time I have this conversation on20

digital twins, machine learning A.I. come into play. 21

We're finding there is a gap in the industry about22

common platform, that's why, Jennifer did mention23

about potential collaboration amongst stakeholders to24

kind of put together a general platform where we --25
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not platform, general framework of the technology.1

We're getting it a lot from our members,2

saying, okay, well it's great technology but can you3

tell me the business case.  So one of the things that4

I'm tasked to do this year, or in the next year, is to5

put together a business case about digital twin, how6

can it be saving me money, so that executives can take7

those decisions to invest in this technology or not.8

Investigate proof of concepts, you know,9

Building Information Model is a good one, cyber10

security, I've heard that as well, we've seen it, it's11

a concern obviously, as we're going more into higher12

applications of digital twin and maybe potentially13

having remote sensors and all that, research need to14

be addressing there to get best practices for prevent15

against cyber security and data storage issues.16

V&Vs, reliability and performance metrics,17

it goes back to the definition of a true twin or am I18

going to have okay twin, you know, that's the thing19

that it has to be agreed on from the beginning, and we20

need to have more collaboration of nuclear and beyond. 21

Many industries have used digital twins and have been22

successfully demonstrating its use, airspace, you23

know, industry for instance, NASA, building models and24

all that.25
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So this is, I think, on a high level what1

we're seeing in terms of research and what we are2

trying to do in the near term, and love to have any3

questions that you have.4

CHAIR REMPE:  Thank you.  Thank you,5

members for having some restraint.6

MEMBER HALNON:  This is Greg Halnon, I7

guess most of my questions revolve around the business8

case of it, and the only thing I would offer there is9

that, with the newer reactors coming down we don't10

know what the O&M's going to be, we don't know what11

the burden on the operating staff's going to be, we12

don't know a lot of things about how much it's going13

to cost to operate these.14

We know a lot about what's cost to operate15

a light-water reactor and maintenance, but we don't16

know the cost of these systems and the infrastructure17

has to go around them maintaining it.  You talked18

about keeping them digital twin and that is, you know,19

a key piece of this to make sure that they don't20

deviate from a physical asset, however that was also21

the purpose of the thread, I thought the digital22

threads was to do that.23

So there's a lot of questions regarding24

the business case and that's going to be the make-it-25
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or-break it, because I've seen too many times in the1

present industry where (audio interference) come up2

with a really cool idea, we put an infrastructure3

around it and the benefits of it wane over time4

because it costs too much to maintain it.5

Extra people, extra hardware, extra part6

of the supply chain, extra parts, 40,000 sensors, you7

need to keep some kind of inventory, all that staff,8

so, good luck on doing the business case that I would9

not blow a bunch of holes into.  But I would be10

interested in seeing that --11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

MR. CHARKAS:  Yes.13

MEMBER HALNON:  So that I could bounce it14

back and forth with the experiences with the present 15

--16

(Simultaneous speaking.)17

MR. CHARKAS:  You're absolutely correct. 18

For you to build a business case you need to have a19

case that has been launched and operated so you can20

get that information, and I'm searching around, I know21

a utility have actually used -- they digitized their22

reactor structures and they have a completely 3D model23

of that system.24

So they're using it for training purposes25
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and they're using it for preparing for maintenance and1

all that, so hopefully that will give us at least a2

picture of how much savings that they're getting.3

MEMBER HALNON:  And you may be able to4

scale that up and do that, but you have to go from a5

theoretical to something that is more concrete for an6

executive to say, this --7

MR. CHARKAS:  Absolutely.8

MEMBER HALNON:  Spend $20,000,000 on this9

or whatever the cost is.10

MR. CHARKAS:  Yes, absolutely.  It's not11

easy task but we're getting a lot of questions from12

our members because they're saying, you know, who, you13

know, engineers, lower level engineers are all excited14

about the technology and they want to prove it to15

their executives who write a check, but there is16

nothing to back them up in terms of business case, so17

yeah.18

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  I'm glad you're19

working on it.  Thanks.20

MR. CHARKAS:  Yeah.  Thank you.21

MEMBER BALLINGER:  There's good news and22

bad news, the bad news is it's unlikely that a23

business could be made for an existing plant, good24

news is, for these news plants, assuming they're all25
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being already designed and built with electronic means1

anyway.2

So all of the base work is being done3

because they're building it using or, you know,4

they're -- 5

MEMBER HALNON:  Already.6

MEMBER BALLINGER:  So that part of it is7

happening, it's just convincing people to connect it8

all.9

MEMBER HALNON:  Well the only thing I10

would say, Ron, on that is that the costs that we're11

looking at is somewhat based on nth of a kind.  And we12

don't know where that nth comes from, and first of a13

kind, Jennifer talked about levelized cost of14

electricity, is way off, you can't even get there.15

So at some point in the spectrum there's16

going to be a lot of investment with hope that down17

the road the nth of a kind will be cost effective, but18

that money up front has got to be -- can be at risk at19

some point --20

MEMBER PETTI:  Particularly when the first21

of a kind costs are already so high, right,22

everything, I mean, everything is --23

(Simultaneous speaking.)24

MEMBER HALNON:  Right, you can't justify25
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--1

MEMBER PETTI:  And then you got to put2

this on top of it.3

MEMBER HALNON:  You can't justify the cost4

until you get to nth and we don't know how many --5

(Simultaneous speaking.)6

MEMBER PETTI:  You don't know --7

MEMBER HALNON:  We don't know how many8

nths that is before we get the nth --9

MEMBER PETTI:  There's a lot of10

uncertainty.11

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  That's where this12

could come in a real advantage though, because a lot13

of the use of digital twins today, right now,14

happening, is in the business world where they develop15

a digital twin of an organization and they use machine16

learning to inform that twin on how the organization17

performs, how it would react to different situations,18

and then they make changes, and so --19

MEMBER HALNON:  Yeah, I agree.  It would20

probably get to the nth faster, using this.21

VICE CHAIR KIRCHNER:  Right.22

MEMBER HALNON:  So maybe the investment up23

front, if you could model that.24

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Like it or not, each25
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one of us currently has a digital twin of us, each one1

of us.2

MEMBER HALNON:  That's a scary thought.3

MEMBER BALLINGER:  If you have a bank4

account and you spend stuff on your Visa card, and you5

spend something a little bit different you'll get a6

phone call.  So somebody knows exactly what your7

patterns are, so you got a digital twin in whatever8

bank you're dealing with.9

CHAIR REMPE:  So in your presentation, I10

like that you were trying to basically look at where11

it makes more sense to use these applications and in12

many of the more logical places to use it, would a13

digital twin have to have safety related sensors and14

regulatory oversight on what the appropriate15

calibration range should be?16

I mean, if you start talking about the17

cost, to me, that is -- if you start relying on it for18

safety related decisions, that seems to make it much19

more expensive and it just seems like you could come20

to a decision that this is going to be a more21

difficult path and that those kinds of systems is a22

less likely avenue to pursue, or have you gotten that23

far in your thinking process?24

MR. CHARKAS:  We have thought about using,25
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you know, the multiple use cases, which one of them1

could be, if I recall them, in a couple of them, we're2

talking about, like, safety related equipment. 3

However, because of the technology is developing, I4

think one recommendation is not to go into safety5

related equipment.6

CHAIR REMPE:  That would make sense to me.7

MR. CHARKAS:  Yeah.8

CHAIR REMPE:  And it would make this a9

little easier to digest.10

MR. CHARKAS:  Yeah, exactly.  So start11

small, as I said, and then scale up, build this12

confidence that I have full digital twin of my13

equipment and then I can slowly get to that level, so.14

CHAIR REMPE:  So, members, any other15

questions or comments?16

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes.17

CHAIR REMPE:  Okay.18

MEMBER BROWN:  This is just from an19

experience factor, when you build plant one and you20

apply this digital twin technology to the plant one. 21

Now you go build plant two and it's supposed to be22

identical to plant one, it won't be.23

MR. CHARKAS:  That's right.24

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay, not only will it not25
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be in the mechanical parts of it but the electronics1

that you buy five years later will not be the same,2

and Processor A will not operate the same as Processor3

B, it'll have a different architecture internally,4

more than likely.5

So there's a, that's a complication if you6

-- I guess my thought process would be to build my one7

plant, don't try to communicate and have multiple8

plants that are supposedly the same be able to talk to9

each other and learn what the other one's having10

problem with.  Learn how to do it locally first, then11

find out what the problem is when you no longer have12

exactly the same stuff in the second plant.13

If you try to go too far too fast you14

might be able to apply it on a plant-by-plant basis,15

but as soon as you put all that stuff out on the16

internet to go bang to the second plant your cyber17

security problem explodes, when you do that.18

And it's just a thought process, and even19

in -- the only reason that -- number of classes of20

submarines actually worked was that we built,21

mechanically, we knew where every pipe was going,22

where every hanger was, and the shipbuilder was not23

allowed to deviate, it was a non-deviation.24

That was great in theory but there were25
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always minor nuances that had to be documented in each1

subsequent ship, or submarine, that got built.  And2

today it applies even in space, you don't have that3

type of control in the commercial world that you're4

dealing with.  And I'm just throwing that out there as5

a thought process of how you do it.6

MR. CHARKAS:  Yeah, so --7

MEMBER BROWN:  The incremental approach8

really does work and then you figure out, how do I9

adapt that approach when I know Plant Two is not10

exactly the same as Plant One, because it won't be.11

MR. CHARKAS:  Absolutely.  In terms of the12

obsolescence and all that, absolutely agree.  So one13

thing that we're looking, one of the use cases14

identified could be construction sequence.15

So you have Plant One, you go with a16

construction plan and then as you do construction, as17

we all know, we're never on plan, so have to, we18

always deviate.  So you capture that deviation in a19

digital twin and now you have, you're smarter next20

time you do construction sequence.21

I understand the equipment and the22

electrical systems that will be, but from a civil,23

structural construction sequence could be a good24

application, and next time you to go the Plant number25
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Two you're smarter --1

MEMBER BROWN:  I don't disagree with that,2

I'm just saying you've got to do it.  If you could3

build all 90 plants simultaneously that would be4

really nice, with all the same stuff, not going to5

happen.  Even in that case you wouldn't be able to do6

it that way.  All right, I'm done.7

MEMBER SUNSERI:  You'll just have paternal8

twins and identical twins, I mean.9

CHAIR REMPE:  One more comment and --10

(Simultaneous speaking.)11

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  If you can sell this12

stuff by having a fancy name, more glory to you but13

what you're describing is a project planner in a14

construction.  If you use them -- you put the plaster15

before you paint --16

MR. CHARKAS:  As I said, it's not a new --17

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  It's a marketing18

tool.19

MR. CHARKAS:  It's not new.20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  The problem is, when21

you extrapolate and go to the steam dryer issues, what22

partly you want to do there is you don't want to make23

experiment to see what happens one the real steam24

dryer.25
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You want to have a sophisticated model and1

you can run your model and develop your correlations2

based on the model, and never have experimental data. 3

And this is something this body has written about as4

one that you should not do.5

So, and really, if we ever do a letter on6

feedback for digital twins is, experimental data7

cannot be replaced by simulations, no matter how good8

you think they are.9

CHAIR REMPE:  Think we put that in a10

different letter but --11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

CHAIR REMPE:  But anyway, at this point13

I'd like to close off discussion.  Thank our speakers,14

all three of them today.15

(Simultaneous speaking.)16

MR. CHARKAS:  Thanks for the opportunity,17

thank you.18

CHAIR REMPE:  And I'd also like to open19

the line for public comment and what that means is,20

either you unmute yourself on your computer or you21

press star-six sometimes, if you're on a phone line. 22

Do we have any public comments?23

Okay, that's about five seconds, I think24

we're going to, at this point then, recess the full25
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Committee meeting until tomorrow morning.  Thank you,1

everybody, for their participation.2

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went3

off the record at 4:53 p.m.)4
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Executive Summary

‣ ARPA-E is investing ~$40 M in innovative digital technologies R&D aimed at 
enabling advanced reactor development

‣ Near-term timeline for commercial deployment of these digital technologies
‣ A critical de-risking step enabling digital technologies deployment is identifying 

regulatory gaps (if any) and developing paths forward (as needed)
‣ ARPA-E has had several interactions with the NRC’s Office of Nuclear Regulatory 

Research (RES), specifically on digital twin (DT) technologies
‣ ARPA-E is hoping to serve as a catalyst to encourage early NRC/industry 

interactions on the appropriate topics
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History of ARPA-E

2

In 2007, The National Academies recommended Congress establish an Advanced Research Projects 
Agency within the U.S. Department of Energy to fund advanced energy R&D. 

2007 2009 2022

Rising Above the Gathering Storm 
Published - warning policymakers 
that U.S. advantages in science and 
technology had begun to erode

America COMPETES Act Signed –
authorizing the creation of ARPA-E

American Recovery & Reinvestment Act 
Signed – Providing ARPA-E its first 
appropriations of $400 million, which 
funded ARPA-E's first projects

1,294+ Awards
66+ Programs

Current Funding: 
$450M
(FY22)

ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins



ARPA-E Impact Indicators 2021

4ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins



ARPA-E Mission

5

Goal 1: To enhance the economic and energy security of the United States 
through the development of energy technologies that—

Goal 2: To ensure that the United States maintains a technological lead in 
developing and deploying advanced energy technologies. 

ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins



‣ Fission
– MEITNER
• Can we greatly reduce AR CapEx?

– GEMINA
• Can we greatly reduce AR OpEx?

– ONWARDS
• Can we greatly minimize the 

disposal impact of AR wastes?

– CURIE
• Can we improve the cost and 

monitoring of  UNF reprocessing?

ARPA-E Advanced Nuclear Portfolio

6June 21, 2022 ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins

Attentive to commercialization & deployment

~$150M overall 
investment (pending) 



Defining Digital Twins

‣ Mapping of physical asset models in a digital platform where a virtual digital 
replica is created

‣ Consists of three basic building blocks:
1. 3D models
2. Simulators
3. Product Lifecycle Management

(PLM) platform to centralize,
organize, and manage data

‣ Continuous updating (sensors) and real-time data analysis to model physical 
asset

7ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital TwinsJune 21, 2022



Where are DTs applied currently?
Oil & Gas, Gas Turbines (and Combined Cycles), Wind, Hydro, Aviation, etc.

8ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital TwinsJune 21, 2022



GEMINA Seed Idea

‣ Nuclear industry used to be leaders in asset 
performance management

– Has achieved incredible capacity factors/uptime 
fraction

• Happened on a slow learning curve
– Advanced reactors need to be very

economical/reliable for them to make an impact
‣ Lots of industries are developing better 

controls, better models, better data, better 
algorithms

– Focus on autonomy and machine learning (ML) is 
getting many questions answered

– Answer those questions specific for nuclear and 
prove out ideas in our systems and with our 
software; aid in code validation

9Insert Presentation NameJune 21, 2022

There is a real 
opportunity to put 
AR development on 
new learning 
curves



Digital twins provide a range of benefits

‣ Allow for optimal operations and condition-based maintenance

‣ Time travel: Allow for manipulation of DT for scenario and what-if analysis without 
disturbing physical asset (continuously updated data goes beyond static picture)

– This can also apply during design phase – prior to physical asset launch and for 
planning possible impacts of proposed plant modifications 

‣ Enables:
• Rapid design iterations and optimization
• Remote operations (future)
• Autonomous power plants (future)
• Fleet management
• Performance improvement

10ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital TwinsJune 21, 2022



GEMINA (Generating Electricity Managed by Intelligent Nuclear Assets)

11June 21, 2022

‣ Goal: Develop the tools and cost basis for ARs to achieve fixed O&M costs of 
$2/MWh without shifting costs to other parts of LCOE

Awardee teams are developing the 
following for one or more of the most 
promising AR designs: 
• Digital twins for advanced 

reactor systems
• Relevant cyber physical 

systems
• O&M approaches for 

advanced reactors
• Cost models and design 

updates 

ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/electricity_generation.pdf, 
https://www.innovationreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Advanced-Nuclear-Reactors-Cost-Study.pdf

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/electricity_generation.pdf
https://www.innovationreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Advanced-Nuclear-Reactors-Cost-Study.pdf


ARPA-E teams are building digital tools for ARs and building blocks for 
DTs 

12

Advanced Reactor Digital Twins

Autonomous 
Maintenance

O&M TEA

ConstructionSensors and Data Generation



X-energy: Advanced Operation & Maintenance Techniques Implemented 
in the Xe-100 Plant Digital Twin to Reduce Fixed O&M Cost

‣ Main goal is to target cost-
reductions via security, 
maintenance, and operating
staff reductions

‣ Targeting digital 
representations of the plant 
for physical security

Most developed digital effort in the portfolio

Has submitted topical papers to NRC

ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital TwinsJune 21, 2022 13



Digital Technology Under Development

‣ Digital development will use multiple 
software packages

– Hexagon SmartPlant® 3D (Supports 3D 
Model Development)

– SimGenics 3D Pact (Simulator)
– Flownex (Fluid Modeling)

• ISO 9001:2008/NQA-1 accredited
– AVERT (Security Risk Assessment)

• Potentially reducing need for gate guards, access 
control personnel, and security vehicle patrols

14June 21, 2022

First Xe-100 plant would have 40,000 sensors to integrate with digital twin

ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins



MIT & GE: High Fidelity Digital Twins for BWRX-300 Critical Systems

15

‣ Advancement and 
demonstration of high-
fidelity simulations-based
maintenance approaches 
and model-based fault 
system detection 
techniques. 

‣ Address mechanical and 
thermal fatigue failure 
modes which drive O&M 
activities of BWRX-300

Are extendible to all advanced reactors (ARs) where a flowing fluid is present
ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins



Conclusions

‣ Nuclear industry has demonstrated interest in moving toward digital twin 
technologies

‣ Developing a regulatory framework and pathway to deployment of these 
technologies would be enabling

‣ This is the time to consider regulatory mechanisms to support these 
technologies

‣ ARPA-E is coordinating with ERPI, NEI, and the IAEA on the development of a 
digital twin standard

16June 21, 2022 ARPA-E GEMINA Portfolio and Digital Twins
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EPRI’s Work on Digital Twins 
An Overview

http://www.epri.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/epri
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What is a Digital Twin (DT)?

 A digital twin is a digital replica of a physical asset or 
process. The digital twin communicates with the 
physical asset through an integrated data interface

 Digital thread links the data flows among the different 
DTs into a holistic and beneficial system for the 
owner

Advanced 
Modeling and 

Simulation

Monitoring 
Systems

Data 
RepositoryData Analytics

DT Platform 
and Integration 

Systems

Elements of Digital Twins
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Dynamic vs. Static Digital Twins

VS

Linked to the physical entity or system they 
represent in order to accurately depict the 
state of the entity or system in real time.

The digital twin matures through the 
lifecycle.

LIVING

Dynamic

Digital Twins

Simulation focuses on creating a model of a 
product or process into which designers can 
introduce and test various design elements, 
including materials, & operating conditions.

Represents an entity or system at a specific 
point in time.

STATIC

Simulation
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EPRI’s Key Research Questions

 What DT applications can be deployed in 
the near future?

 What impact do DTs have on a nuclear 
power plant’s life cycle? 

 What are the gaps to enable successful 
utilization of DTs?

EPRI has launched projects in Advanced Reactors, Radiation Protection, and Chemistry
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Digital Twin Applications for Advanced Reactors

Objectives: 

 Explore benefits, challenges and potential 
applications of digital twins in advanced 
reactors

 Develop a framework and best practices 
for implementing digital twins in advanced 
reactors life cycle management

 Estimate costs and potential savings of 
implementing digital twin technology

Digital Twin 
Value ?
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Use Case Value Assessment 

Key Question: Where does it make sense to use DTs?
Technology Readiness, Cost Benefits, Scalability, Applicability
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DT Development Process and Generalized Flowchart 
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DT Development Flowchart – Steps A-D

Note: box color coding is just to 
facilitate visualization in closeup views

Closeup View of Steps A-D
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Generalized DT Development Flowchart – Steps D-G 

      

D0

D1

Implementation of 
the Digital Twin

E0

E1

Connecting the 
Digital Twin

F0

F1

Monitoring the 
Digital Twin

G0

Scaling the Digital 
Twin

 Digital Twin
1.0

Digital Twin
N.0

 
Digital Twin

X.0

  

 

  

Closeup View of Steps D-G
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Key Insights
Best practices

Follow an organized process for DT development 
 Establish specific DT goals, quantifiable metrics, and 

inputs/outputs
 Incorporate DT early in design stage – likely to result in 

higher returns (holistic nuclear lifecycle model)
 Design flexible DTs to accommodate future changes
 Plan for maintaining the DT and keeping it current
 Minimize chances for future changes (e.g., design DT 

and work breakdown structure to be sufficiently 
segmented at the beginning of the project)
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Key Insights
Best practices (continued)

Focus near-term use cases on generating insights and 
assist in decision making
 Start small and then scale up on digitization and 

integration to minimize risk
 Subsequent development can move toward automation
 Use cases investigating O&M cost reductions may be 

more interesting than other cycles 

Prioritize integrated and standardized solutions, and 
user-friendly interfaces
 Leveraging existing solutions could minimize efforts/risks
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Key Insights
Research Needs
Readiness of Enabling Technologies
 Assessment of current tools and their applicability to nuclear industry
 Missing standardization of various components
Business Case – Investigate Benefits
 Publish business cases for using DTs to help 
implementations 
 Investigate proof of concepts 
Cybersecurity
 Investigate cybersecurity and data sharing 
 Research best practices for data storage protocols
Verifications and Validations
 Define reliability and performance metrics
 Consensus on industry common framework (e.g., measures, tolerances, file formats)
 Collaborate within nuclear and beyond to share lessons learned and best practices
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What is a Digital Twin?



Digital Twin FFR Project Timeline



Digital Twin FFR Project

Main Goals

Technical Letter Report*

Research Information Letter**

* ML21160A074, ML21361A261 ** ML2108A132, ML21348A020



Digital Twin Capabilities



Opportunities & Applications

Design

Testing

Operations

Maintenance

Plant Opportunities

Common trusted information

Shared acceptance framework

More efficient communication

Enhanced on-site inspection

Improved regulatory agility

Regulatory Applications



Example Applications

Live 3-D radiation mapping

50.59 screenings & 
amendment review

MOV and pump condition-
based maintenance &

in-service testing

S/G U-tube performance 
monitoring & prediction

Water chemistry control Balance of Plant control



Project Insights

 Rapidly evolving/industry-wide interest
 Impact of DT capabilities, e.g., novel 

source of trusted information
 Need for common framework and 

community of practice 
 Significant work needed in key 

enabling technologies
 This is just the beginning…



Regulatory Considerations and Opportunities 

Intersection of digital twins & 
NRC regulatory activities

Adv Reactors: design and 
acceptance

New Reactors: O&M models

Operating Reactors: 
condition-based monitoring 
and components/subsystems 
models



Advanced Sensors and Instrumentation

Review advanced sensor technologies that 
support digital twins

Explore ASI challenges e.g. reliability, 
environmental requirements, communication

Identify ASI technology gaps with respect to 
digital twins



Safeguards and Security

Verification and Control of special 
nuclear material

Integration of Safeguards and Security 
(S&S) within Digital Twins

Collaboration with INL on S&S Report 
and SNL on Security Models

Streamline Physical Security at Nuclear 
Power Plants



Future Activities

Assessment of Standards – Stakeholder Engagement

Develop Regulatory Framework

Communication and Knowledge Management



Thank You

• Nuclear Regulatory 
Research

• Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 

• Nuclear Security and 
Incident Response

• The Chief Information 
Officer

• Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards

• The Chief Human Capital 
Officer

For further information, questions, or comments on the NRC 
Digital Twin Project, please contact:

Doug.Eskins@nrc.gov
Raj.Iyengar@nrc.gov

The project was supported by multiple NRC offices including:

mailto:Doug.Eskins@nrc.gov
mailto:Raj.Iyengar@nrc.gov
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Briefing on University Nuclear 
Leadership Program
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Director 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Raymond Furstenau

Opening Remarks



Agenda

Nancy Hebron-Isreal
University Nuclear Leadership 

Program
 Jinsuo Nie
 Engineering Grant Highlights

Kirk Tien
Safety Analysis Grant Highlights
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University Nuclear Leadership Program
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Nancy Hebron-Isreal

University Nuclear 
Leadership Program

University of Illinois

Auburn University



UNLP - Goals and Objectives 
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 Program initially supported traditional 
educational grants

 Broadened in FY20 to support research 
projects relevant to agency mission

 University led R&D projects to 
complement current and future research 
needs

Purdue University

Western Carolina University – NRC 
scholarship graduates



NRC UNLP Program Descriptions

 Scholarships – 2 year, $10,000 per student per year, awarded to institution 
($200,000)
 Fellowships – 4 year, $50,000 per student per year, awarded to institution 

($400,000)
 Faculty Development – 3 year, up to $300,000 base award OR $150,000 per 

year with institution match of $50,000 per year ($450,000 from NRC + 
$150,000 from institution)
 Trade schools/community colleges – 2 year, $10,000 per student ($150,000)
 Research & Development – 3 year, up to $500,000 awarded to institution

 All grants are fully funded.
 Only US universities are eligible for funding.
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R&D Grant Results/Leveraging Opportunities 
and Relationships

 Overwhelming response to R&D announcement
 Received and reviewed over 200 proposals for FY20 and FY21

 26 grants awarded
 Technical areas are focusing on all parts of R&D portfolio

 Safety Analyses for Reactor Designs and Fuel Cycles
 Thermal Hydraulics Analysis
 Fuel and Neutronics Analysis

 Characterization of Fresh and Spent Nuclear Fuel for Nuclear Power Plants
 Fuels and Neutronics Analysis

 FY22 announcement closed on April 5th.
 Grant recipient presentations
 Coordination with NNSA and DOE engagement
 Encourage Minority Serving Institutions (MSI)

7

University of Michigan



R&D Grant Review/Evaluation Process
NOFO revised to emphasize technical needs covering R&D 

portfolio.
 Proposals are screened for completeness and accuracy.  Those 

found non-compliant are eliminated from further consideration.
 Proposals are binned by technical area.  Reviewers are solicited 

and selected based on technical expertise.
 Review panels are comprised of three reviewers be any mixture 

of Federal non-Federal, or program office experts.
 Review panels are convened to discuss individual evaluations 

and scores according on review criteria
Highest ranked proposals are selected for award and 

recommended for funding. 8



Selection Criteria

 Criterion 1 – Significance: Demonstrate that the study is significant, addresses an important 
problem, and demonstrates how knowledge or common practice be advanced.  Explain the effect 
of these studies on the concepts, methods, technologies, treatments, services, or preventative 
interventions that drive the field. (25 points)

 Criterion 2 – Approach: Demonstrate the conceptual approach or design, methods, and analyses 
are adequately developed, well integrated, well-reasoned, and appropriate to the objectives of 
the project.  (25 points)

 Criterion 3 – Innovation: Demonstrate that the research is original and innovative.  Does the 
project challenge existing paradigms or common practice; address an innovative hypothesis or 
critical barrier to progress in the field?  Does the project develop or employ novel concepts, 
approaches, methodologies, tools, or technologies for this area?  (20 points)

 Criterion 4 – Principal Investigators:  Demonstrate that the PI(s), and other resources are 
experienced and have the expertise, past experience, and available resources to execute the 
project. (20 points)

 Criterion 5 – Partnerships with Minority Serving Institutions: Proposed research study includes a 
cooperative or partnership arrangement with one or more MSIs.  Details of the partnership and 
implementation plan must be provided.  (10 points)

9



2020 R&D Grants
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2021 R&D Grants
Institution Name Title of Proposal Amount of NRC Funds

Kansas State University Statistical learning based multiscale safety analysis framework for advanced reactors $             499,768.00 

Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute

Development of a novel multi-modal in-situ detection system supporting human-machine 
collaboration in core monitoring and control of advanced reactors $             499,930.00 

Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute

Developing the Research Facilities, Shielding, and Licensing Strategy for a Next-Generation Hybrid 
Research and Power University Nuclear Reactor $             499,509.00 

Auburn University
A High-Throughput Approach to Establish the Regulatory Basis for Qualifying Laser Additive 
Manufactured Stainless Steel for Nuclear Applications $             500,000.00 

Auburn University
Development of a Soil-Structure-Interaction Framework in Support to Enhance Regulatory Oversight for 
Small Modular Reactors $             499,999.00 

University of Texas at 
Arlington

High-Fidelity Experiments and Simulations of Heat Pipe Performance under Steady-State, Transient, 
and Accident Conditions $             500,000.00 

Purdue University Degradation Assessment of Advanced Welds for Pressure Vessels $             500,000.00 

Virginia Commonwealth 
University

Advanced Characterization of ATF cladding for understanding their degradation under short-time 
temperature excursions and implications in dry storage $             500,000.00 

University of Cincinnati
In Vivo Measurement of Low Energy Photon Associated with an Internal Deposition of Mixed Oxide 
Nuclear Fuel $             455,991.00 

Clemson University
Coupling Life-Cycle Impact Assessment and Risk Assessment for Sustainability-Informed Decision 
Making $             499,859.00 

University of Texas at 
Austin Advanced Condition Monitoring of Dry Storage Canisters by Helical Guided Ultrasonic Waves $             500,000.00 





Grant Officer’s Representative 
Structural Engineer
Division of Engineering  
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Jinsuo Nie

R&D Highlights



Grant Officer’s Representatives (GORs)
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 Appointed by Grant Officer (GO) for each grant to monitor 
the technical effort
 Sharing grant oversight work with Project Officer (PO) 

with a focus on technical oversight
 Facilitate RIC participations and learning exchange 

seminars
 5 certified GORs, and 2 pending GORs 
 Responsibilities 
 Maintain liaison and direct communications
 Fully inform PO of any technical and contractual difficulties
 Review progress reports, etc.

 Restrictions
 Don’t have authority to award grants, make commitments, grant 

deviations, change the period of performance, etc.



Oregon State University (FY21-FY24)  

 Dynamic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Cybersecurity
 Period of Performance: 11/30/2020– 11/29/2023
 PI: Camille Palmer, School of Nuclear Science and 

Engineering, Oregon State University (OSU)
 Co-PI: Rakesh Bobba, and Yeongjin Jang, Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science, OSU
 Funding Level: $500,000
 Presented at RIC2021 and a learning exchange seminar

 Stuxnet and similar malwares increasingly leverage 
zero-day vulnerabilities in industrial control systems to 
cause significant physical or financial damages
 The goal is to use dynamic PRA to address the 

cyber/physical security of existing LWR plants
15

ADAPT – RELAP Integration



Oregon State University (FY21-FY24)  
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Attack Tree

● Project objectives
● Use dynamic PRA to analyze dependencies between 

cyber and physical system
● Integrate I&C cyber risk/attack graph modeling with 

ADAPT
● Generate and join multiple physical impacts and attack 

paths
● Progress

● ADAPT – RELAP integration through Python
● Cyber Infrastructure Modeling and Security Analysis -

use MITRE Critical Infrastructure Cyberspace Analysis 
Tool (CICAT) to automate the generation of cyber attack 
scenarios for critical infrastructure

● Alternate Approach – EMRALD (Event Modeling Risk 
Assessment using Linked Diagrams, a DPRA tool by INL)



Auburn University (FY21-FY24)  

 Development of a Soil-Structure-Interaction (SSI) 
Framework in Support to Enhance Regulatory Oversight 
for Small Modular Reactors (SMRs)
 Period of Performance: 9/27/2021 – 9/26/2024
 PI: Kadir Sener, Auburn University 
 co-PI: Jack Montgomery , Auburn University 
 co-PI: Amit Varma, Purdue University
 Funding Level: $499,999
 Presented at RIC2022

 SMRs designs place critical compartments deeply 
embedded or completely buried 
 The goal is to develop benchmarked methodologies to 

evaluate nonlinear SSI for deeply embedded or buried 
structures

17

Advanced Structural 
Engineering Laboratory of 

Auburn University



Auburn University (FY21-FY24)  
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20 ft. 
Deep

24 x 10 
ft. in 
plan

Geotechnical Testing Chamber Project Objectives
 Obtain large-scale experimental data for validation of 

nonlinear contact/interface behavior of embedded 
structures

 Develop and benchmark nonlinear time-domain SSI 
methodologies

 Project phases and progress
 Phase 1: Conduct large-scale testing of caissons to 

generate data
 Phase 2:  Develop experimentally validated finite element 

models using nonlinear time-domain tools
 Phase 3: Validate modeling approach against actual field 

data at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plants and 
compare to frequency-domain equivalent linear analyses 



Grant Officer’s Representative
Reactor Systems Engineer
Division of Systems Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Kirk Tien

R&D Highlights



U of Michigan (FY21-FY24)

High Fidelity Modeling and Experiments to Inform 
Safety Analysis Codes for Heat Pipe Microreactors
 PI: Annalisa Manera- University of Michigan
 Co-PI: Elia Mezari- Penn State University
 Co-PI: Victor Petrov- Univ. Of Michigan
 Co-PI: Dillon Shaver-Argonne National Lab.
 Funding Level: $500,000

Sodium Heat Pipes Have been Planned for Microreactor 
Passive cooling
Licensing Microreactor requires computational tools and 
model

20
Heat Pipe Experimental 

Setup at Univ. Of Michigan



U of Michigan (FY21-FY24)

 Project Objectives
 Provide High Resolution Experimental Data of Heat 

Pipes at Stationary and Transient Operating Conditions
 Use Volume of Fluid (VOF) modeling of wick structure 

to resolve meniscus and extract interfacial heat 
transfer information

 Progress
 Test matrix including heating power and heat pipe 

inclination angle, also found some heat pipe displaying 
temperature oscillation may due to sodium charges
 VOF simulation first confirmed with water, continue 

study of meniscus as function of contact angle

21

Heat pipe wicks meniscus 
behavior as function of 

contact angle



Univ of Southern California (FY21-FY24)

 Risk Informed Condition Assessment of Spent 
Nuclear Fuel Canisters Using Experimental 
Measurements and High Fidelity Computational 
Models
 PI: Bora Gencturk- USC
 Co-PI: Roger Ghanem- USC
 Funding Level: $500,000

To Provide a Probabilistically-informed decision-support tool 
for integrity assessment of Spent Nuclear Fuel packages that 
are pending transportation and long-term storage

22

Spent Nuclear Fuel Casket



Univ of Southern California (FY21-FY24)

 Project Objectives
 Assess the limit of elastic dynamic analysis of computational 

model in terms of determine abnormalities in a sealed SNF 
package
 How and what constitutes the validation process for such a 

numerical model
 Develop a set of decision-making criteria for different cases 

of vulnerability of SNF package and hazard conditions

 Progress
 Build a 2/3 scale physical mockup model of the canister-

basket with fuel assemblies and dynamic properties are 
collected use a modal shaker
 Finite element (FE) modeling of the mockup system use LS-

DYNA with fully loaded canister and fuel assembly
23

Test setup for modal shaker 
analysis and dynamic data 

collection
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Leveraging R&D Grants Activities
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Fueling Innovation

Fostering Partnerships Focusing on Mission

Preparing for the Future

Building our Capabilities

Conducting Relevant 
Research
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